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a
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full attendance is desired.
Mabel Monaghan left Saturday
for Boston, where she will remain during
Miss

studying

voice culture.

Odd

Fellows’ hall on
week.
Monaghan's orchestra will furnish the music.
dance at
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of

people’s lecture
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for the winter
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wife, of California,

Mister,

Orono,

miss

josepuine

Ellsworth
Mrs. Colburn, as well as Miss
Campbell, formerly lived in Ellsworth.
The sociable of the Dirigo athletic club
Friday evening was a pleasant time. The
of

were

in

Bow

their paces Friday night for an
then gave them a friendly
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worth

hours

understands

his
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busi-

ness, and the boys have confidence in
Friday evening of this week Assis- him. With Mason as a regular coach
tant-Adjutant-General James L. Merrick, and an occasional word from Swett, the
of Waterville, will inspect Wm. H. H. high school team should do
good work.
Rice post, G. A. IL, of Ellsworth.
After By the way, Swett is a little proud of the
the inspection there will be a campfire, at fact that the E. H. S. has not been scored
which there will be a presentation of a
against since he made the acquaintance
memorial to the

James
invited

Members of
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to be

city government
post
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game of football scheduled for
Saturday between the Ellsworth and Oldtown high schools was postponed until
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o’clock,

Monday owing

and
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John Fox, who lias been confined to the
by illness, is able to be out again.
There will be

pie

a
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(

making a tour of Washcounty canvassing for nursery
is

no

ington
stock.
Oscar

Morrison,

who has been

work

at

returned home.

Hugh Clark and wife, of Bangor, have

visiting Mrs. Clark’s father,
Moore, for several days.

at

the end of

W. 1L Moore has sold to J. W. Davis
five acres, and to Malcolm Tucker
acres of the James Clark field at No.
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Ellsworth Festival Chorus.
A

largely attended

meeting

of

the

Ellsworth festival chorus was held in the
vestry of the Unitarian church Thursday

evening,
It was unanimously voted, atnic great
enthusiasm, to continue the organization,
which announced itself ready to begin rehearsing for next year’s festival the moment t lie work for that

event

should

decided upon by Prof. Chapman.
The election of’officers for the

be

ensuing

Whitcomb; vice-president and treasurer,
A. Cunningham;
secretary, l*. G.
Hodgkins; executive committee, the
president, Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr., and
Mrs. C. H. Drummey; conductor, F. W.
Rollins.
A vote of thanks

retiring president,
soon

extended

was

to the

Hunt, who
his untiring

Rev. W. R.

to leave town, for
in behalf of the chorus.

Every

member

pledged

deavor to work for the

his

best

en-

permanency of the

Maine music festival.
Rehearsals will be resumed
soon as
the music to be sung next f ill is de-

published.

termined upon and
Readers of

The American

are

advised

keep an eye out for a romance entitled
“Jolly Old L'ncle Josh’', which Will apto

pear in next week’s issue,
many people well known
and

will
’’

ike

m

it

introduces

in

Ellsworth,
interestin'

“mighty

fo? *verybody.
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GEO. A. PARC HER,

morning.
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Ashland

DRUGGIST.

the woods

Moosehead

region there is a good deal of snow,
Katahdin wears a white cap.
Most of the snow fell last Saturday.

and
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given in the pavilion by
Lynch’s marine band
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^

and

Mail Orders
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of Hge.

the
New 1. S.

on

Major W.

Engineer.

of Illinois, a West
Point graduate, has been appointed 1. S.

The programme of
Monday evening.
dialogue, songs and musical selections
well rendered.

was

q

Lake
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to meet

men

Thursday morning

number

8

Now ready
for inspection.

in the north-

Died of IDs Wounds.
help house the winter’s wood. It is
hoped that all who can will come.
Harvey Grindle, the West SedgwTck
The sewing circle will hold a sale and
boy w ho accidentally shot himself three
supper in the vestry on Thursday evening weeks ago, but was reported last week as
of this week. Supper will be served from recovering, suffered a sudden relapse and
5.30 to 7.30 o’clock. Supper, 15 cents.
died Thursday.
He was thirteen years
A
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thought.”

Hastings, who has been visiting
Frank Morgan, of
his daughter, Mrs.
Brookline, Mass., returned home Tuesday
no
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readin’

of the

gor Whig says:
“It was not an especially well played
game, but a hard-fought one.
Campbell,
full back of the Ellsworth team, is a very
promising player. He is already one of
the best school players in the State, it is

Fred

opkm:!>.

xow

6
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The football

been

SILKS

efforts

the last half would have been
the line had done its duty.”

Columbia Falls for several weeks, has

at

\

|

8

worth.

were reversed.
The Oldtown correspondent of the Bangor News says of the game:
“The general work of the local team
was very slow, while that of the visitor*
was decidedly belter, although they were
loo light to score.
Mitchell, the Indian
half back, did the only redeeming work
for Oldtown. Beattie’s try for a goal in

even-

ing.
J. E

rain, and then the game

conditions

in the Shore

Friday

Idkess uoods!

was

and

house

road school-house

to

played in Oldtown instead of at EllsTwo tifteen-minute halves were
played and neither side scored. At the
end of the tirst half the ball was Ellsworth’s under the Oldtown goal posts,

Ht 8.
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S., 0—OLDTOWN, 0.
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of the team.

post, of Bluehill, are
present at the inspection, and members of Garfield relief corps, the Ellsworth
A. Garfield

§
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and

lecture that should

filth into the
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at the church

sermon

tional church last

.urn.

is

game
crowd.

euough practice, should find the Dirigos
in pretty good shape.
F. G. Swett pu» the high school boys

early

Disinfection with formaldehyde
has been introduced. The health of the

improved

should draw

him

He played on the Bowdoin ’varsity team three years, and was captain ol
the’95 eleven. He will find in the Dirigos good material to weld into shape
While it is not expected that the team
will be fully developed this year, the end
of the season, with proper handling and

There

the

us;u.

State.

of

case

1.■ 'ii

Dirigos have secured J.1I. Libby,

report of the State board
1807, the secretary of the

outbreak of

was an

S.

ltoessler,

E L LSWO Kill,

MAINE.

COMING EVENTS.

engineer of rivers and harbors for the
district of Maine and New Hampshire, to

Alpheus Moore left Monday noon
Minneapolis, Minn., where she will

Mrs.

^
|

MAIXE*

ELLSWORTH,

REVOLUTION

IN

—,

|

WALSH’S,

secretary of the Junior league will report.
On Thursday Game Warden .Perkins
brought Harvey Moore, of Ellsworth, to
Bangor, and arraigned him on tfie charge
of dogging deer. After hearing the evi-

COFFEE.

in the case Judge Yose sentenced
Moore to pay a tine of ?40 and costs,
amounting to ?48 in all. Moore was unable to pay and was committed to Bangor
jail in default.—Bangor Commercial.

Boston, and will go to
business. They expect to
about three weeks.
far
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on
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RIVER.
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Rico

Beats

the
on

World

in

Sale Here.

The William H. Raymond Grocery Co., Boston, proprietors of the popular “Flag Brand”
Currants, Seeded Raisins, and Canned Goods,
announce that they shall soon receive regular
shipments of Fancy Porto Rico Coffee direct
front our new possession.
This coffee will he known as

"Raymond's Upland

Porto Rico Coffee."

It will be shipped to the retailer fresh roasted
bulk, and will be delivered to the consumer
by the retailer In an attractive package bearing
the above brand. It ivill not be guaranteed
genuine unless delivered in the package described. The proprietors of this brand of Porto
Rico Coffee claim the drinking quality of tnc
goods cannot be surpassed by any other Coffee
in the world, and they will see to it that the
quality is kept up to the standard.
A list of the local trade who will distribute

of

Mrs. Sarah P.

Wiswell,

of Judge A. P. Wiswell, was held
at the latter’s residence last Thursday.
Rev. Russell Woodman, of Bucksport,
officiated, assisted by Rev. David L. Yale,
of this city. The pall-bearers were A. W.
Greely, A. W. King, John B. Redman and
A. M. Hopkius. Interment was at Woodmother

bine

in

Mrs. Clara York is working for
Oldtown.

Capt.

“Raymond's Upland

Porto Rico Coffee"

will be announced through these columns In a
few days.
Every patriotic American should
give this delicious beverage a trial, as it was
grown upon what is now American soli, aside
from the fact that it 1* probably the Unest
drinking Coffee iu the world.
SOLD

EXCLUSIVELY

BY

M. J. DRUMMEY.

Charles

Bangor

on a

entertainment and sale given by
Junior Epworth
at the
league
Methodist church Saturday evening was a
success, and reflected credit to the Juniors
who managed it. In spite of unfavorable
weather, there was a good attendance.
The programme consisted of singing and
recitations, all of which were admirably
rendered. After the entertainment coffee
and cake

w ere

served.

John Beverly, of North Ellsworth, had
his left leg amputated above the knee
yesterday. The operation was performed
by Drs. Hagerthy and Manning. Several
weeks ago Mr. Beverly was thrown from
his wagou, and sustained a compound

home

are

ill.

It is

supposed they

by condensed

were

poisoned

Factory Hurtled.

Packing

Co.’s

sardine

factory at Eastport was destroyed by tire
Tuesday, causing a loss of from fl2,000 to

fl5,000, partly

by insurance.
eighty employees

covered

hundred and
thrown out of work.
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praise

and

10.30, morning sert
Sunday school;
E. prayer meeting;

preaching service.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, 10.30 a. in., preaching by the
11.45, Sunday school. 3.00 p. in..
pastor.
Junior league. 6.00p. m., Epworth league
7.00
meeting.
prayer
p. in., Junior
Proleague
anniversary.
Epworth
gramme of singing and recitations, address by Mrs. Simontou, reports of pres-

Victor.

The Broad Cove

week-day church

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

milk.

Oct. 17.

At

V.
p. m.,
7.00 p. m.,

from

m.,

p.

meeting.
Sunday services

mon.

“Lone Star” sailed for the
tlshing grounds Oct. 11, Albert Fullerton, captain.
Mrs. Charlotte Thomas and son Lewis

Sardine
The

family

visit.

cemetery.

the

Fullerton is

a

0. .S'. Me Learn, pastor.
7.30

association.

y of Union
Thursday, Oct. 20, at v
Congregational church, Ellsworth Falls1*
eke', s
Supper by sewing circle.
cents. Supper from 5.3d to 7 30.

prayer

Schooner

In

RUBBER PLANTS.

for

later ii

(loin man, for coach.
lie is recommendec
by Swett as one of the best men in tin

Ellsworth hoard makes the following report:
“Twenty-five nuisances, all but

There

The funeral

BOOKSELLER and STATIONER,

are

bay.

In the annual

play Bangor high

-•

Wednesday, Oct. 19, at Unitarian vestry,
succeed Major Hoxie.
for
Harvest supper o? Unity
5.30 to 6.30 p. m.
visit her son Charles, who went there a
branch alliance dub. Tickets, 25 cents.
number of years ago. She expects to he
Telephone ( 'onuections.
Friday, Oct. '.1. at Odd Fellows hall—
away for a year. She has a host of friends
The towns of Calais, Eastport, Lubec,
who wish her a pleasant visit and a safe
Social hop,
Monaghan. Dance tickets.
Next Sunday evening the Junior Ep- return.
North, South and West Lubec, Whiting, 35 cents.
Methodist
worth league of Ellsworth
Mrs. A. \V. Ellis left Tuesday noon for Dennysville, Pembroke and Perry have
at ivane’s
Saturday evening, O i.
church
will observe
its
anniversary.
Cambridge, Mass., where she will visit been connected with long-distance tele- hall, Bluehill 1 hi nee.
There will be a programme of recitations
to
phone.
she
will
there
sister.
From
her
go
Tuesday, Oct 25. at Pen bscot Annual
x and singing. Mrs. J. P. Simonton will York, Penn., where she will visit her
convention of Hancock county Sunday
Ellis accompanied her as
( Ill K( II NOTES.
X deliver an address, and the president and brother. Mr.

$2.50 per pair.
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season.

The Dirigos will play their first game a
Wyman park next Saturday afternoon
when they will line up against the higj ;

greatly improving
barn and cow tic-up is

ne.\

200 tons of

W elt, (nil round toe, with X
gathering was a congenial one, and all
themselves. The
sociables
heavy sole to keep out x enjoyed to be a feature Dirigo
of Ellsworth’s
promise
the wet.
winter.

I
X

it.

Hutton, genuine

j*
J. A. CUNNINGHAM.

sees

The late

X Campbell,
Sunday.
A Vici Kid X

wants it when

seclusion,

The fall stra

on

t he

They now have on the farm
about tJtJfy cows, twenty-five horses and
twenty-five hogs. The farm cuts about

coid inued.

Him

Chocolate and

NOW

pretty

shoe enhances T

winter

train.

fh«boy«

’:

and Peters

The

it.

;

'-^cs

132x50.

invited to attend.

are

Kane’s hall,
Bluehill, Saturday evening. MoriRghan
will furnish music. This dance was post-

as ever.

The high school is arranging for game .
with Belfast, Bucksport and Cherry licit
Dates have not been fixed. It is expecte<

young

big Ellsworth

not

M., will work
the ttiird degree this evening. A banquet
will tie served at Grand Army hall after
work.

worth.

kill

Hreely

F. and A.

Th“re will be

furnishing Goods Department

Mr. Small

with bis family until be

Lygonia lodge,

These goods are wool-fleeced, not'eotton, and arc
the best bargain for the moneyj ever offered in

was

si

1

C. L.

I’QQ

-1

it

moved a portion of bi‘;
to Hathorri farm at
Pitt-field for the winter.
10. L. Fisher
will mov t«> Pittsfield to look after the
horses.
Hathorn farm is already one of
t lie ! .s: fio'i
in
he State, and Mcs-us.
f

<

:

to

to he

account

here

per

:,

10. II. Cr

string

roitin

Who

again to recuperate.

Wool=Fleeced Underwear,

few

M<>lin<il

has been serifor several weeks with
brain

Multan,

The school in t tie Fullerton district,
whijjh has been closed for thiee weeks on

over mv

:umI

n.

a

announced, and will inclucfe:
several of the prominent lecturers of the

for Winter

t lie

internally, and
necessary
days later
It
\v
quite a valuable

found

so

soon

cancelled.

was

game

j

ing his head the horse caught tlie heel of I On account of change, by which tii
shoe in Is;-, halter, and was doubled first game with Oldtown was played s
when
up in an excruciating position
Oldtown, the second game, scheduled fo
found in t!
morning. The strain had Saturday, Nov. 5, will be played at Ells

colleges of the State.

Get

scratch-

carry

is

Me.

j tii;

beyond

in

There will be an adjourned meeting M
Unitarian society at the vestry this
evening.
the

A

Franklin St..

night,

the

children in the

Friday

Target manufacturer
and dealer lu Ellsworth.

was

6.30.

Social

BLANKETS, ROHES and WHITS.

The horse

spring.

the winter

and quickly done.

Repairing thoroughly

Buck board Man.

to

vehicle

During

•>»*•«»>;

horse last week

a

scarlet fever and six of typhoid.

worth

through the paiut-Hhop—plenty
harden thoroughly before lining.

put the

Morang lost
peculiar accident.

Ellsworth’s full back was away b u'
when the train left Oldtown.

Quite a number from Ellsworth we.
to Oldtown to see Monday’s game.
by ;
The high school was scheduled to pis v
shod I
Brewer high at Brewer Saturday, ni 1

necessary..

K. K.

There will be a harvest supper at the
Unitarian vestry this evening from 5.30 to

There will he

two-people

neat

h

other local

ously

SBtattsrmrnts.

a

Mrs. F. L. Brewer,of liar Harbor, is visiting tier sister, Mrs. Young, of this city.
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Trenton—Non-resident tax notice.
Tkkmont
Town of Tremont -Non resident tax notice.
Makiavili.k
Town of Marinvllle- Non resident tax notice.

Miss Nellie

and ROAD WAGONS. SURREYS.

OPEN and TOP BUGGIES. EXPRESS

NOW

KI.I.SWOKTH, ME.

....

CARRIAGES.
to date

directors.

»

notice.

tax

Mrs. Francis Hammond is visiting Mrs.
W. J. Clark.

SON,

&

Penobscot—Non re-ident

of

Thk.n ro.s
Town of

For

peculiar one, the bout
being cmalii 1 ami splintered as though
beneath a heavy weight, and amputation |
was

|i

FOOTBALL.

horse.

Pknouscot

$12.

to

Tin

leg at tjie ankle.

the

Hancock
Town of
Sf 1,1,1 VAN
Town of
Clarence
Al’KOKA
Town of

»wn

was

tile heel.

—

PARLOR and LIBRARY TABLES

fracture

the

behind with shoes that extended

Town of Orlnnd—Nou-rcddent tax notice.
I,AMOIS
Town of Hainolm -Non iv.»idcot tax notice.
M r I'i si nr
Town of Mt I>»-~.« rt Non resident tux notice.

LATEST STYLES OK

of

a

OKI,ANl)

THE RSI) AY.

WILL ARRIVE

W IKK.

Robert ii Holmes—Furniture.
M .1 Drnmniev —Crorerics.
C It Foster—Furniture.

Foreign Companiis.
'mu/xitiliir irilh Sii/ilii.

(

I Ills

A XV Cushman ,V Son-Furniture.
.) A « imninghain
Confcetioner.
F A ( mmilis Stationery.
XV |{ Parker Clothirik Co—Clothing.

ME.

Reliable Home and

Most

AI»VKKllsKMKNr>

city of F.llswnrth -Nonn-ddont tax notice.
1 F McCormick—Centra! in.use.
I K .toy— himwciist's for sab1.

fracture

V2

ident and

LEWIS FRIEND

at

clothing
of Han-

is the centre
establishment
cock

county,

proposed
the

and

it is

maintain

to

leading position it
holds.

now

7.30, class meeting

CONGREGATIONAL.

AGENTS FOR

Rev. David L. Yale, pastor.
Friday, prayer and conference meeting

are

h CO.'S

CLOTHING HOUSE

secretary.

Tuesday evening

One

Stobcrttsnntnte.

7.30—Subject as in Hand Book.
Sunday, 10.30, morning worship and
sermon; 11.45, Sunday school; 7.00, evening praise service and sermon.

FETT1BONE

BROS.

at
l*orto ltico Coffee.
Coffee from the island of Porto Rico is prothe
finest
nounced by connoisseurs to be
drinking coffee in the world. The W. H. Raymond Co., importers and wholesalers of Boston,
announce that this coffee can now be obtained
at the grocery store of M. J. Drummey, w'ho is
sole agent In Ellsworth. Patriotic Americans
should not fail to try it—a coffee from what is
now an

American

possession.—Adel.

;
I

LEWIS I’ll I EM > & CO.,

UNITARIAN.

!

KNIGHT TEMPLAR UNIFORMS.

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
liegular morning worship, with sermon

by the pastor, at 10.30.
Sunday school meets
at

11.45.

in

the vestry
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attended
inn
and the talk was interesting and instructive.
1 he evening program consisted of
..-'iii tlit
“white ribbon'* hymnal,
The afternoon

men!

" as

well

dm, prayer, singing
i^uviin* thcC rl.-.ix.v
“We belong”, after which Mrs. Robbins,

aoti'n. a;;T these
three reasons appeal to us ti day : 1. The
Paul
call from Macedonia for In Ip.
must have been greatly touched hy this
pathetic appeal for the g. ..-pel. He was
intensely anxious to tak" the gospel to
all who wanted it Macedonia—ln atlienNot one
doui—is calling to ns today.
man, hut millions of human beings in
Africa, India, China and the islands of
the sea arc calling for help. They need
Christ and they want Christ. Can we
refuse their '-ry? 2. The call from God.
Paul saw in the vision a call from God.
Every cry for help in this world is a
call from God. God has opened the doors
of the heathen world and commands us
to go in and win the lands far Christ.
God calls us to missionary work. Can
We refuse to obey God? 8. Paul could
go.
He went immediately because it
We can
waa possible for him to do so.
go or send. This should decide tor ns.
Perhaps we can go. If our church boards
dan not send us. perhaps we can go and
pay our own expenses. No young man
Or woman who has the means and the
Wgy clear to do so could use both self
or means to a better purpose. But if we
cannot go we can send.
A wealthy young man in one of our
colleges, studying to be a missionary,
■opported a man actually on the field as
his substitute until he himself was prepared to go. If as individuals wo may
not be able to have a missionary representing us on the field, perhaps as societies we could do so. A number of
societies have their representatives on
the foreign field, and many, many
others could support at least a native
worker or educate a boy or girl for future missionary work. The cost is not
great. The secretary of your denominational missionary board could give all
tho information desired upon this subject. If, however, we cannot do this,
all of us can give something, and we
should liberally and systematically, for
sending those who can go if we cannot.
Bible Verses.—Isa. Hi, 7 ; Nah. i, 15;
Mailt, xxiii. .77; xxtiii, 19, 20; Luke
xiv, 16-24; Acts i, 11; xiii, 1-8; Rom.
i. 14-17; x, 14, 15; I Cor. ix, 10-22;
Rev. xxii, 17.

the

county

introduced

president,

Mrs

Seamans, who received a hearty salute
from the white ribboners present.
Mrs Seamans’ lecture was intensely interesting, and was listened to with great
attention to the end. She spoke of the
vast ness of our country, its great resources,
its industries, its immense commerce, and
then pictured the traffic in intoxicants as
a cloud overshadowing all its beauty and
brightness. She gave the reasons for this
under four heads, appetite of the drinker,
avarice of the drink manufacturers and
sellers, ambition of politicians who would
sacr fice principle for the gain to be had
from the influence of the rum-power, and
apathy of Christian people, who pretending to wish for morality and good influences in society, yet let their votes go to
support those who will perpetuate this
evil for the sake of the power it gives.
A collection was taken, and the meeting
closed with prayer and the hymn, “God
be with you till we meet again.”
Thursday Mrs. Seamans went to Stonington and Friday was booked for Sedgwick.
Mrs. Seamans is a very pleasing speaker,
and all should endeavor to hear her during her tour of our county. White ribboners. especially, are earnestly invited to
do all they canto make her stay in the
county a help to the cause. It is hoped

<

a

Healthy Maternity.

|

-■•

r.N k »t\'t: -T thunk you f »:• what
“Ih vV
your medicine a.n<l advice have done for me.
1 have a baby two months old. When he
I was sick only fifteen minutes,
was born
whereas with my other eh Iren 1 was siek for
two or three days, and also suffered w ith my
left leg, and could get nothing to relieve the
pain but morphine. My leg did not trouble
I had no after pains and
me at all this time.
was not as weak as I had been before.
I cannot praise Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound too highly. May (rod bless
you in your noble work.”
Mrs. J. W. Pruett, Medford, Oregon, says:
My health, also the baby's, we owe to
Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Compound.”
Mrs. John W. Long, Wyoming, Iowa, w rites:
I had shooting pains all over my body, was very
weak and nervous. I could not straighten up. I wished
to become a mother but was afraid 1 never could. Seventeen months ago I
got
some of your Vegetable Compound, and after
taking half a bottle w as much retook
four
bottles
and
was
lieved. I
cured. Now I have a big baby boy which
I feel I owe to your Compound. Many thanks for your kind advice.”

Hancock Corny Savins Bank

per cent.

powder In Comfort Powder.

The old Talcum powders are
gradually making
way for this new product of science, which lian none
of ttie irritatlnr and disagreeable features of the old
powder*. At all druggists. 25 and 50 cents a bo*.

which grew into the most notable history
ofthecivil war that has appeared.
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the color, and makes the crushed nap
stay up when brurhed against the grain,
ens
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If
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the velvet
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chalk before
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touched with clean cold water before the
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Consumption

Men of

Sawing wood* working in his garden*
walking three times a day to and from his
place of business—these form part cf the
daily routine of Edwin R. Tripp* Postmaster of Middlefield Centre, N. Y. He
is past his seventieth birthday.

Fvery Condition.
It is the special mission of the church
Nearly fifty years a blacksmith ; thirtyto preach thw gospel t » the poor, and its two years Justice of the Peace; three years
grandest and purest triumphs have been town clerk, then postmaster; forty-six years
6een in the winning and uplifting of , a resident of the town he now lives in—
the despised and downtrodden classes, j these are the bare outlines of a useful life.
Mr. Tripp’s career is a type. His story
Yet “the glad tidings of great joy” j
will be read with heartfelt sympathy by
“shall be to all people” and to men of
thousands. His hearty endorsement cf Dr.
every condition. Efforts to reach the
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People will
rich and the noM may not be remitted,
be echoed by tens of thousands.
and the prayer of faith should accomHe said;
"In March, 1892, I was attacked by
pany the.--- ff rts. (ind will fulfill His
word of promise, and kings and queens what I afterwards learned was locomotor
surely become more than ever in the ! ataxia.
"Two skillful doctors did everything
past potential agents in the upbuilding
they could for me. 1 steadily became
of the kingdom of Christ.—Christian
worse.
Was unable to dress myself.
Intelligencer.
"Later I could not move even about the
room, but wras carried in my chair.
Worthy of the Fool.
"I gave up hope. The doctors gave me
Many polite inns are in the habit of no encouragement. I did not expect to live
laying it down as a self evident propo- very long. I was more helpless than a
sition that no people ought to be free baby. I sank lower and lower.
till they are tit to use their freedom.
"In June the tide turned! From the
The maxim is worthy of the fool in the lowest ebb, it began to set toward health
old story who resulved not to go into and vigor.
"The turning point was a newspaper
the water till he had learned to swim.

J

article.

44

It told how a man, who suffered as 1
had suffered, had been cured by Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People.
44
It gave me faith and hope. I took two
boxes of the pills; then four more boxes.
44

My gain

steady;

was

my

return to

Learn,

ni»

Druggists
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get
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until
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trial in ynur home
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yonr homo life with
fret whenever things go
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Don’t
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Jordan,

“My son has accepted a position in
Judge Hobb’a office.” “Yea, I met him
when he was running his legs off getting
indorsements on his application for the
job.”
Diawiddle—Quite a lot of birds have
figured in the war with Spain. Van
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FREE
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CATALOGUE.
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PENMANSHIP

|
*

MADE ME
A MAN
TA *.! I
A 1.1, A

Address—

.Justice

of the

Burrlll National

DENTIST.

SUA.Y

AJAX REMEDY CO.,
For sale In Ellsworth,
Gf.okgk A. Parcheh,

Tu^ui*"

Mo., by
Druggist.

.•.OFFICE OVER E.
Closed Wednesday

Pa-

business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office is opposite U. 8. Patent office. We
hence
and at
Wash
ngton.
Send model, drawing, or j in do, xtlth descripion.
We advise, If patentable or not, free of
barge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, “How to obtain Patent*,’* with refer
encea to actual clients In your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address

1.

ivc no sub-agencle*, all business direct,
■ n
transaetpatent buslmIn less time
ESS COST than those remote from

SHORTHAND.

F. L. SHAW, President,
Portland, Maine.

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. 0.

Eitrac-j
WALSH'S STORK..*.
|£
afternoons until furtln -!
J.

UTTLEFIELD,

Qj

M.

I

1).,

PHYSICIAN,
BLUEHILL,

MAINE.

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

pK. HARRY W. OSGOOD,
IIOMCEOPATHIST,
Main

St.,
ti'Ovcr Postal

Ellsworth, Me.
Telegraph Co.

(Successor to Dr. a. L. Douglass.)
Night calls answered promptly at the office,

gENJ.

B.

^

WHITCOMB,

|

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
OFFICE IN
/

PETERS' BLOCK,

ILLS WORTH,

A

a

, ,

•4~Sau dolor for the Puiule**
Lion of Teeth.

iSl’OITlYI I.YCURE
/Harrises— Failing Mem*

by Almdo or other V ironsati uru{ lndi*e
croti...is
'l'"‘j jut :.ly and surely
restore Lost Yu alky in o!«l or young, aud
fit a Uiiiu fir study, bn
or marriage.
Prevent Insanity ar.
('o-iMimj.tien if
i«.
Their u*‘> shows imrutui.ite improvemeat and ejecta a * UIlE wl-t.ro t.il otl-er fail
Insist upon h iving tho geau'ne Aj x Tablets.
They
have cured thousands and v. ii I .-are you. We five u positive written guarantee to effect a cur© ITfk
PTC
each case or refund tho money I’ru* wlMH Viper
package, or six pkge« (full treatment! for (2/jO. By
•>. * ircular
of
mail. In plain wr.-in or. ui on rw
tM

Pf.acf
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IJK.
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Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and

assisted^to positionsOIT

Philadelphia Dental Colleger
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lars.

Desert Block

*r()KK!CK IN GILES’ BLOCK. F.LLHWOKTH
Closed Wednesday afternoons until
YOtlce.

Jf

PATENTS.

/
and

7 and s Ml.
Saturdays

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
slaae of ’75

>

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA

AT

H. GREELY.

JJR.

an t'

appetite pc rmanently removed.

giving

Actual Business

for

If yon claim in church that the Lord
4s your rest and peace, let the children
■see that yon told the truth about it
when you get home.

on

liar Harbor office a
Bluehill office open

Bangor Sanitarium, W

o

and

How foolish for a mother to talk to
her children about religion, unless she
can show’ them what it is.

stick

OFFICER

bar harbor and bluehill, Me.

f«»r

Where the demon whhh control" him can
be overrun e by the M'tilViKi; MFTIIuO,

Din widdle—Yes, birds.
The American eagle, the Canaries, the
round robin and the dove of peace.

by

If the parental example is a sowing
of bad seed, how absurd to look for a
good fruitage in the lives of the children.

K. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

{|

{Along!
W

Braani—Birds?

a

store to do business with

JOHN

Liquor (’ |
Morphine. who (' !
tried and failed 0

»a
io

with

>

IJroffssionnl Carta.

sound and well. Will Walton, Higginsvillc, Mo.”
The above is one of many testimonials that are
utini illy coming to
hand in prai*»* of Pe-ru-na, even for
such serious affections as consumption.
Catarrh is tin- king of all evils. < atarrh
is inflammation «d tho mucous membrane or innei lining of the organs of the
human body. Catarrh may manifest itself in any ono of the great vital organs
of the bo ly, but no matter where, you
can cure it by taking lV-ru-na. Buyituf
any druggist. If y*>u need any p irtieular
advice or diivctions,-write to I)r. S. B.
Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, ami ho
will gladly give you same free.

A, Bangor.

zled to make out how her children
learned to lie.

Think of a father talking religion to
his son on Sunday and going to the

“-—-*

your Pena.
It cured
ml to-day I am

Singing.
Benediction.Mi/pah

father to warn his
boys against tobacco, if he does it with
a Lreatli that smells of smoke.

IlKNKY W. <| SUM AN, S«*r'y.
First Nat bank Bldg.
W. Kino, President.

ied

secre-

fibbing mother lias been puz-

YThat folly for

A.

f

particular.* inquire of

««%%%«•

wrong.

Many

!

YOUR OWN HOME.

Office

West Brooksvllle.
Select music.
Address, Man for man, R.

of

when you ran borrow on your
a llrst mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you
are
now pA>ing for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

For

|

no

Points For Par«*nis.

Christ is
much as he

J OWN

j
long !

Sedgwick s>M'iety•

Friday livening.
Praise and social service, liev J S Richards,

People.

open,

share*, give

agodid I snf-

s

1 will make It a rule of my life to pray
and read the bihle every day, C'asline so-

Singing.

everywhere sell Dr. Williams*

new series
Shares, $1 each; monthly
payments, #1 per share.

now

WHY PAY RENT?

fer for a
time with my
lungs. Tho
doctors stated
1 had con-

ville.

441 owe my cure entirely to Dr.Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People."
To clinch his remarkable story and add
to its helpfulness to others, Air. Tripp made
affidavit to its truthfulness before Homer
Hanna, a local Notary Public.
From helplessness, suffering and despair
Mr. Tnpp was restored to the healthful,
useful activity suggested at the beginning
of this sketch. His experience is like others.
While locomotor ataxia is one of the
most baffling nervous diseases with which
physicians are called to contend, its cure by
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
has become a matter of almost daily occurrence.
Smaller nervous troubles yield
much more readily to the powerful influence these vegetable pills exert in restoring
w’asted nerve force and in purifying and
enriching the blood.

is

XTOLD

Discussion, Successes and failures In Junior
Endeavor work, opened by Miss Myra
II Powers, Seal Cove.
Address, Our difficulties and how to meet
them, Rev Franklin W Barker, Somes

paying $2.50.

I

•/.

Pi*-rn-n:i Ciirrs Catarrh, Even
If It’s of tin* I.uu^s.

Music.

health was a source of daily gratification.
44
In all I took eighteen boxes of the pills
before I was entirely well. At first I paid
50 cents a box, but afterwards I saved
money by getting six boxes at a time,

m

Ellsworth Loan and Building Ass’s.

by Pe-ru-na.

ty.
d To support my own church in every
way, Hancock society.
e
By attending ail her regular Sunday
and mid week services. South Penobscot
society.
f A s an active member, Surry socit ty.
g Will take some part, a-lde from sing
lng, Somesvlllc society.
h Consecration meeting, Northeast Harbor society.
1 I will, if possible, send at least a verse
of scripture, Man set society.
Singing.
Address, Christian Citizenship, Rev E I.
Hunt, Ellsworth Falls.

helpless as a baby by a dreadful nervous disease he read of a ease like his ozen, and had enough
faith to follow the example it set him. .Vote he is
himself an example to others zeho are suffering Jrom
disorders of the nervous system.

to 12

9 a. m.

Is what your money wllTearn If
Invested In shares of the

Often Cured

cu

Made

dally, from

a

Three minute papers, by societies. Subject,
The Pledge.
a
Trusting In the Lord f<>r strength, Lanudiic society.
1) Whatever he would like to have me do,
c

6

Subtle Enemy At Last
Finds Its Equal.

Singing.

An Old Man's
Last Hope.

Bank hour*

OVERCOME.
A

day of

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
A. r. Burnham,
John F. Whitcomb.
N. B. Cooliikjk,
F. Carroll Bukkill,
CliAKLKa c. Bl'lftKILL.

the innnront rsnlv.

Ellsworth.

own

Deposits draw Interest from the first

Karen, June, September and December.

began

she

COOLIHQE, President.
WHITCOMB, Vie*-Prevident.
CHARLES C. BCR RILL, TreaVure*

JOHX F.

at

a
lull in the conversato talk very earnestly,
so
do
talk
much, Mamie?”
“Why
you
asked her father. “Tause l’s dot somefln’

tion

Richards, pres

Legion, Rev

was

guests were
parents. During

Prayer.

.StbrTtianiuTUB.

present

dinner
a
number of
when
entertained
being
by her

Harbor.

process.

X. B.

Msmle, aged three,
the other evening

Response.Rev E Bean, Bluehlll
Friday Afternoon.
Praise service, Mr| Charles Hodgkins, Bar

sticky spot

A

NATIONAL LANK

■

*■

A Million Women Have Been Benefited by Mrs. Plukham’s Advice and Medicine
The modem nurnerf

mTTst

j

■

Iowa,

Mrs. Ella Donr.ax, E«m dor’s Mills,
writes:

|

*•

you.
I am grateful to say t hat after taking three
bottle-, of Lydia E. Pinkham's Yegetab'e bompound' l was considerably better, and after
using thiN e more it brought me where I am
to-day. I am well, and the mother of a threemonths* ohl baby.
Loetors had failed to help me. T have no
one to thank but Mrs. j’inhham and her wonderful r»
t-ny.*’

y-ars. It is that length of time ago that
the magazine announced ita “War Series’’,

new

Enough.

—Macaulay.

Mrs AT. Sin..ur, 104 TTii.]>.m Aw., Uoehester, X. Y., writes to Mrs. Pink ham
follows:
V>.t I applied to you fur advice 1 ha 1 ht en suiTerhig some years from de\i en-v-. ito.
I Tui l had several
mlvarria. v.-> and was pregnant win u I wrote
as

CHRISTIAN KNDKAVORRRS.
Renovating Velvet and Plush.
A simple method of cleaning velvet, velAnnual Meeting of Hancock County
veteen and plush is described in Ladies’
Union Next Week.
Home Journal by Emma M. Hooper. The
The annual meeting of Hancock Counrule applies to all three kinds of goods, as ty Union of Christian Endeavor societies
that some new unions may be organized all have a pile which if flattened must be will be held with Eden Baptist church at
Oct. 28. The proand some weak ones strengthened as a re- assisted to rise
again. With the assist- Salisbury Cove, Friday,
sult of her labors.
gramme is as follows:
ance of a stiff whisk broom, a pan of boilOct. 13.
Eoo.
Thurgday Evening.
ing water and an obliging friend who will 7 80 pm. Social service, leader. Rev H F
brush
the
as
hold
the
you
up
nap
goods
Day, Franklin. Subject Consecration.
Magazine, Hook and Newspaper Notes.
Friday Morning.
The Century magazine makes the most taut over the steam the wrong side to the
Praise
service,.Mrs R P Grindle, Rtuehlll
important announcement for the coming water, these materials will look like new.
Prayer.
This process removes wrinkles, bright*
forth for fifteen
year that it has put

faults and failures would
would think, sufficient
pangs of penitence to occupy that part
of conscience which is devoted to lament
over shortcomings.
Few of us have
reached that happy state of perfection
in which we can give over repentance.
We have to watch our own conduct,
guard against temptation, and when
overcome confess our sins to our heavenly Father with heartfelt sorrow. Conscience holds a rod to check us when
erring and to drive us in the right way
should the kindly impulse of duty fail
to allure us, and when we reject tho
rod conscience becomes a scourge to
punish us with rem rso for our disobedience. This is task enough for con- ;
science.—Indenend-lit.
Oar
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{Summarizing i! -c, the iimp tor says:
Banking.
“A e ntuiy ape tin i\ ids «.f Ontario, !
such as * xist< !. and th»v were very
r.sTAHl isiiKp 1887.
few, were men- trails. Today, n.twith- j
standjc;: the itmr.nnt of money and la- j
bor !»];*,
1 on tie i, the majority are
little lott>• than trails. This criticism
who drive J
it th
may m
! >t gravel roads dnrover some of t
OK KL1.SWOKTH.
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CAPITAL STOCK,
$50,000.
spring, the lainv asons, its fairin -s j
would Im come ne
apparent.
SURPLUS.
$20,000.
“From the middle of October until
the end of Dccnnl-i r and from the 1st I Banking hours from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m.
j
Sat until} 8 from 9 to 12.
of March to ri. middle of May, a period
j
of five months, ly far the greatest part ■
Every facility offered Customers,
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AtUmtisnnnits,

it; that practical farmers must be on hand
in sufficient numbers, particularly in arid
regions, in order to show the (Indian how
to live; that only high-priced and, there

their church and its head by taking light
civilization, as they understood it,

pkksknt-day thoughts.

These exceptional cases demonstrate
that there were ways of overcoming barmeans than the sword
is barism by other
As to the Indian Though this article
and the gun, the treacherous compact, and
written some days in advance of the event, the overreaching bargain.
Hut the betyet it will not appear in print until after ter way was not chosen; the weaker was
the stronger
the Sixteenth Indian conference has been not lifted up, but crushed;
was not magnanimous, but fierce; and the
In
Mohonk.
at
Lake
consequence,
held
worse elements among the intruders went
though the latest phase of thought regard- on a very pioneer work of disintegration
ing the Indian will be hardly included in and destruction with their diseases and
this column, yet a review of past condi- their drinks.
tions, past mistakes, past injustices and j The more one thinks upon it the sadder
present attempts to right great wrongs it seems, yet it is done and cannot be unwill be particularly timely.
done. Still, If we bear in mind that an-

/'

fore, high class, non-political appointees
shall be Indian agents, and only then regarded as makeshifts until the Indian is
ready for citizenship; and that literal encouragement be given to ndustrial schools
and missionary in(1 unices in order that

fCopyrighted by Dawr A Tabor. I
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(which is in absolute dejiarture from the
habit of his fathers) may be shed the real

encouragement and helpfulness
bright, present day existence.
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cestors not only may leave a heritage |of
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Concerning the early unhappy struggles wealth, but also a
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blind
is
for
it
unsolved ptobiems,
quite
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
we have, at this late date, very little surviour nation’s people to think of ail this
weigh 70 pounds.
val of feeling because those struggles took
The standard weight of a hushci of potatoes,
past, regrettable and unchangeable past,
place between generations of men that as
being without its share of responsibility in good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
have never been seen by us; just as there
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
for those of us who have come into the inof the^present
day something lacking in the reality of
the Mexican war.
Yet If we permit our thoughts to dwell
seems

to

the young

man

heritance of

great national history

and

_

child is not able by

year’s

study
to

measure as

as a

one

The white man’s barbarian foe was made
weak, not solely by his hatred of the white
intruder, but because of his equally strong
hatred of his fellow red man of a neighboring tribe. The details are nearly all
sad, with only an occasional gleam of native gentleness and forbearance, as when
Hudson explored the river of his own
name, or when Penn tried the effect of
Christianity unadulterated and unperverted, or when the impulsive Pocohontas
followed her heart leadings and saved, at
the risk of her own, the life of one of
the intruders, or when the Jesuits counted
their lives as dross if they could but serve
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L. S. Robinson, president of the Maine
Epworth league, has resigned on
account of other business.
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the author’s
life—all fully illustrated.
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resided since.

public career took him i do important places. For twenty years fie was
president of the trustees of Foxcroft academy, for teu years and until his death fie
was president of t fie Piscataquis savings

in

prime movers in the building
Bangor and Piscataquis railroad,
of its

directors until its ab-
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of tilt faux
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seven

democratic

sena-

who bore the brunt of the deadlock
1H51, and came out victorious against

great odds.

of the

was one

for

tors

and field many other positions of trust
and responsibility.
Mr.
Robinson was
of the

was

one

bank, of Dover. He was a member of tfie
legislature as representative and senator,

one

Bangor and Aroostook,
long time president of the
Piscataquis bar association, and was for
seven yea re president of the hoard of trustees of the Mf me State college. As a
member c f the Senate Mr. Robinson was

sorption by
lie

to
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It's a mistake to imagine that itching piles
can’t be cured a mistake to suffer a day longer
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found

dead in t lie cellar of t tie store Friday
25, morning. Mr. Howard not returning
j home as usual
Thursday evening, a search
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due to heart
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The
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Rockland for Boston, put into
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control of
total
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Mark Twain Kelt Kinbarrassed.
When Mark Twain was first introduced
shook

hands

a perfunctory manner and immediately
relapsed into his customary attitude of

In

reticence. There was an awkward pause;
it grew longer and longer as the humorist
tried to think of somethingiifrght to say.
Finally, as if in sheer desperation, Twain
looked up with an assumed air of great
timidity and said: “Mr. President, I--I
feel a little bit embarrassed. Do you?”
The President could not help smiling,
and Mark took advantage of the chance
the iucident presented to give place to
others.
Ten years later, when statesman and
humorist met again, General Grant, with
a twinkle in his eye, said, before Twain
“Mr.
had the chance to utter a word:
Clemens, 1 don’t feel at all embarrassed.
Do you?”—Ladies' Home Journal.
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WHAT DOthem
tried
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tea or
Don’t give
you
the new food drink called GRAIN-O? It Is delicious and nourishing and takes the place of
coffee. The more Craln-O you give the children the more’ health you distribute through
their systems. Grain-O Is made of pure vralns,
a*»d when properly prepared tastes like the
choice grades of coffee but costs about * as
much. All grocers sell It. I5e. and
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great, eager, pushing, toiling
part
m tion.
As deductions from the foregoing, a few
b *oad lines have been laid down for us to
follow: That the Indian must own his
land; that he must have it in trust by the
govi rnment for twenty-tive years at least,
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known actors in their home life, and showing its relation to their struggles and successes. The series will open in an early
number with the Personal Side of Sol. Smith Russell,” to be followed by four
others, profusely illustrated by photographs and original drawings.
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therefore still less desirable as an integral
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the world ; it gives real, personal non-sectarian help
toward better living.
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thit still survive?
Briefly it is: That the reservation system, as at first organized with its barrierlike arrangement of rules stopping railroads, telegraphs, roads, etc was a definite set-back to progress; that the refusal
of land rights to the individual Indian
was the most certain way to make his interest in the soil under his feet of the very
sl.ghtest character; that the resulting and
evidently necessary assurance of rations
matter of

or

1728—170 years—and

Will tell the stories of the
several greatest
moneymonarch* of our country—
how they acauired and how
they retain their power.
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the public, but legislators as well from a
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American soil.
Each year for fifteen years a species of
manifesto has been issued from this high
place of the earth, and, given publicity by
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of

like It. Therefore.no matter what kind of f-*od you
otherwise,
u>e mix with It daily Sheridan's 1'owd. r.
tho
your profit this fall and winter will be lost when
egg* is very high. It n*sures perfect asslmnnprice f
to
produce eggs. It
tion of the food elements needed
Is sold by druggists, grocers, feed dealer* or by mail.

any

(Silver

by agreement.

Beans.

Beginning with 1883, by the generosity
of A. K. Smiley, of Redlands, Cal., and of
Lake Mohonk, N. Y., earnest men and
women have gathered each fall at the latter place to discuss, amid the quiet and
charm of the
beautiful
Shawangunk
mountains, the needs of the survivors of
the great original proprietors of every foot

It will keep your chickens strong and healthy. It
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its weight
In gold for moulting hens, and prevents all diseases. It
Highly concentrated. In quantitr
is atisolutely pure.
costs only a tenth of a «-enfc a day. Nothing on earth will

to

pounds;

to come to a full knowledge of what
do or how’ to conduct itself, thus with
a nation.
Ho, though our best men came
long ago to a realization that justice was
due to the Indian, and was best to be
meted out by placing him in a huge reservation remote from interference and
free to remain in savagery, yet it is
now seen that the method chosen was exactly the one to lead to a continuance of
the Indian problem.
According to the
dictum of one of our great thinkers, “no
question is settled until it is settled
right.” And we therefore still have a responsibility in this day, as insistent almost as in the 17th century, to deal with
the Indian as we find him; and if government records are to be trusted our treatment has, in some cases, been almost fatal
This leads, therefore, to a brief reference
to the Indian conferences of the past and
the attention they have attracted to the
pauperizing and destructive effect of the
reservation and free-ration system of the
past and even the present.
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pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even

Just

on these events of the past for any length
of time, they gradually assume a definite
shape to us. We then plainly see that
there was something more involved on the
Indian side than mere blind resistance to
the white man; and that the white man
had more of an impulse back of him than
It
mere bloody slaughter of a crafty foe.
was really a struggle between progress and
barbarism—on one side a few hundred
thousand men with roaming nature and
combative tribal instincts, on the other
side the early ripplings of a tide that was
destined never to cease its risings until
shores
eastern
the
the resistance on
had been driven beyond the Mississippi,
afterwards to the Rockies and thence to
♦

a

prospect.
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18-lb, registere

Bevel-Gear

138 tons.
Tli fortnightly winter serv ice between
St.John, N. B.., and Liverpool, for which
« subsidy of .MOO was
voted at the last
session of the Dominion parliament, wil
bo provided jointly by the Allan and
Dominion lines, the contract having been
awarded to those companies. The Allan
and Dominion lines have for years made
Portland their winter port.
Hon. Reuben

Foster, of Waterville, expresident of tiie Senate, ex-speaker of t tie
House and ex-mayor of Waterville, died
Wednesday. Mr. Foster was sixty-five
years old. He served in t he House in lSbtiS7-70, in the Senate in 1870-71. He graduated from Colby in 1855, and was admitted
to the bar in 1858, practicing law to the
time of his death. He was president of
the Waterville savings bank.

Joseph L. Palmer, of Bangor, aged seventy-four years, died suddenly last Thursday, of heart disease. Mr. Palmer many
lumber business on
was afterward in
Bompany with Messrs. George and Isaiah
Stetson. He later engaged in the lumber
business in New Hampshire and in Vermont. The deceased leaves a wife and
four children—Fred S. and B. M. Palmer,
bf Boston; Mrs. L. B. Dodge of Lyndonirille, Vt., and Mrs. Walton, of Bangor.
years ago

was

in the

Kenduskeag stream,

and

M. Robinson, of Dover, died
rhursday, aged eighty-five. Mr. Robinson
has been a conspicuous figure in Maine
polit’es and in legal circles for more than
tialf a century. He was born in Bangor,
but in early age moved to Corinna. He
began the study of law in the office of
Abram Sanborn, in Kenduskeag. Soon
ifter his admission to practice, Mr. RobHon.
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alike.

j

This work has been in the hands of the
most expert cycle engineers in the profession and we have succeeded in building a bicycle that everyone who has
ridden admits is a better hill climber
than any chain wheel yet made.

Columbia Chain Wheels *75, Hartfords *50, Vedettes *40,*35
POPE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

A.

Catalogue free from

any Columbia dealer,

or

by mail lor

one

2-cent

stamp.

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,
ELLSWORTH,
/
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Anent the remarks that

are going the
of the State press touching the
Australian
ballot
and its working in
this State, 1 am agreed as to its improve-

rounds

else?

ment

Porto Rico

Price—FI.00 a year; #1.00 for
six months; .">0 cents for three months; If
paid strictly In advance, FI.50, 75 and 58 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate ot Ft per year.
Advertising Hates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

Snbarrtptton

formally passed

into the

the

possession of the United States Tuesraised

day, Oct. 18. Flags were
public buildings and forts in

As

wants

the

what’s

talking?

of

use

Of

can

a

him

see

some,

a

votes

man

are

same

going

to

a

writes the

immediately

was

but if

cared,

ballot,

secret

we

let

us

it.

have

1 would
shall
that

have

or

suggest to

assemble at

our

Augusta

“solons” who
next winter,

they amend the present law

so

the booths shall be so erected that

a

that
man

go behiud them, and out of sight of
the crowd. The cost to
arrange the
booths as 1 suggest would be trifling.

can

Mrs. Sellers is next to

oldest citizen of Deer Isle. Nathaniel
Bobbins was ninety-eight years of age
last March. They were schoolmates to-

tbe

Let

us

hear

gether.

from the rest of the voters.
O. P. Carter.

|5,000.

Col. Morrell, of Bar Harbor’s cottage
STKAMKK “CIMBKIA” ASHOKK.
colony, holds out prospects of a great
season at Robin Hood park next
year. Three Days on (he Kooks at Bass HarI
An effort will be made to revive interest
bor—Saved.

fourth of next March, both branches
of Congress will be in a condition to

Name of owner, description of property.
Acres.
John P Brown, land bounded N by Greely, Hamlin, C J Hall
and others, cast by Somes Sound, 8 by Hall and S W Babbidge
20^
west by Echo lake. 1 building,
Heirs of (’ Louise Bridges, lot No 1, bounded N by heirs of
Julia Alley, and heirs of Janies Alley, east by heirs of
Amuriah Bartlett, south by Nancy Brown, aud west by Grace
15
Lot No 2, \, bounded N by Mrs James Alley and heirs of
Julia Alley, cast
heirs of C L Bridges and Nancy Brown,
by
south by shore and Mrs James Alley,
30\

Alley,

dwelling-house,
other building,
James Btessington. bout ed N by D Bray, Jr, E by Otter Creek,
south by C W ellington,
A True, bounded N by C H Frazier, E by shore, S by
Campbell
8 D Sargent. W
by town road and A M Manchester, vol 194,
pajje 508, Hancock Reg Deeds,
Estelle Crockett, bounded unknown, situated ou west side of
and near the mouth of Otter Creek: for further description
reference is made to Hancock Keg Deeds, book 2—103, page 219,
M J Clark, land bounded N by unknown, E by E H Oreely, 8
by Friend and others. W by unknown.
1
1

is on the way here together with piledriving machinery. The new draw will
cost about f 1,100.
The work will be done
by Car let on, of Bath.
It will be necessary to build new piers
for the bridge, and much of the old
bridge will be rebuilt. The bridge will
be the same width as at present.
The Mount Desert bridge has a history.
It has been iu operation for more than
sixty years. The first bridge was built in
1837 by Capt. William Thompson, of Trenton, and John M. Noyes, of Mt. Desert.
The bridge was built on cob work, with
ballast floors, covered with gravel. It
Was 1,000
feet long. The bridge cost

moisten the

I had occasion to

name.

once, and it
reported; not that I

so

course

she asks for.

tives and friends.

receiving, republicans in all sections are becoming thoroughly alive
to the necessity of getting out the full
vote and keeping
control
of the
House, so that when the Senate becomes republican, as it will after the

the

do

Sellers, of Sunset, celebrated tbe ninety-eighth anniversary of her
birth recently, receiving the calls of rela-

now

in the hall

“other fellow's”

Mrs. Saloma

would keep so many republicans at
home that control of the next House
might be lost. But from reports he is

by

nicety if

a

sticker before he affixes it,

Uncle Sam won’t refuse Bucksport any-

thing

tell to

split ticket, especially

one

Uncle Sam to deepen
her harbor, and she will walk right up
And if Uncle
and ask him to do it, too.
Sam refuses,
why then-But there!

Bucksport

tee, is getting good news these days.
Like Senator Hanna, he was until recently afraid that over-confidence

the

town like

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Kept!btican Success Probable.
Chairman Babcock, of the republican congressional campaign commit-

remarked

been

can

rpHfc

pushed as rapidly as possible so t hat
bridge may not remain closed to traffic
longer than necessary. It is Impossible
now to say how long the bridge will be
closed.
The improvements at the bridge will
include a swing draw which will take the
place of the old hoist. It will leave an
opening thirty-five feet in the clear. The
draw has already been built at Bath, and

way; in my opinion
of the law did not go far

iu a small country
this, where every man's politics
are known.
The way the voting booths
are arranged, if a man wishes to put on a
“sticker”, or “scratch” his ticket, any
a

plete.

OCTOBER 19, 189S.

has

spotter

San Juan.

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector's Advertisement of Sale of Lsndi of Non-resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock, for
the year 1897.
following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Mount
X Desert, for the year 1897, committed to me for collection for said town, on the eighteenth
day of May, 1897. remains unpaid; and notice is hereby givcu that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient and necessary to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will he sold at public
auction at Masonic hall, in said town, on the first Monday of December, 1898, at 9 o’clock a. m.

be

the old

over

framers

enough.

on

The evacuation of the island is com-

Bnslncs- c. .munleatlons should be addressed
orders made pavable to, The
to, and it;: ;i:ot
Publishino Co., EllsHancock County
worth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY,

anybody

legal Notice.

DKSKKT BRIDGE.

A New Draw to be Put In and Extensive Repairs Made.
Mt. Desert toll bridge, from Trenton to
Mt. Desert island, is to be thoroughly
overhauled, and repaired; in fact, practically rebuilt.
The work will begin this week, and will

The Australian Ballot.
Sedgwick, Oct. 17,1898.
To the Editor of The American:

The management,
to come.
upon whom the losses—if there were
any—fall, are not “kicking”; why

AT

MT.

success

years

EVERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
•

CorrcBpontimcc.

financially, the festival was a
musically in both cities,
and in both cities it will take place
next year, and, let us hope, for many

<SI)c tCllsiucirtl) American.

and the

W*

and

races,

was

in

never

been

any
to the

doubtj Sept.

this campaign as
feeling
of the majority of the voters; only
fear that n feeling of over-security

during

10

of their

the

was

The readers of this paper will be pleased i<>
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in alt its stag****
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional dt**
eiue. requires a constitutional treatment. Hail’s
Catarrh Cure U taken Internally, acting «Mn ctly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the systern, thereby destroying the foundation of the
dl-ca-c. and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting na
lure in doing its work.
Tbe proprietors have
so much faith in its curative
powers, that they
offer One Hundred Hollars f**r any case that it
falls to cure. *m ml for list of testimonials.
K. .1. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
Address,
Sold by Orugglsts, TV.
Hall’s Family Pills an* the best.

sixty-fourth anniversary

wedding day.

j
Remick, of Marlboro, sent
American office last week, a

Mrs. S. H.

might result in too many republicans to The
red strawberry—a reminder of
not taking sufficient interest to make j large, ripe,
that are goue.
After the season’s
sure of success in the congressional days
berry-making is over, and the whole list
campaign.
of berries has been turned out in season
Thanks to hard and intelligent work to
delight mankind, nature strolls back
the part of the party leaders, that
daily being lessened, and bids
fair to entirely disappear before elec-

on

tion

the

over

fear is

picks
who
better

American furniture is getting control of even such far-away markets as

never

In a report to the department of state, Consul-General J.
G. Stowe, at Cape Town, says the

been

MGod

berry
did.”

than the

at

her

Ht

work,

and

Ward
have

cries

Beecher
made

might
strawberry, but he
a

that

an

Waltham,

Indian

devil

reminds

our

quire

had

are

979.90, being second only to Great

extreme

from

name

and ahead of

Germany, aud
that Americans can easily control the
market if our manufacturers will ship

L'uU'ii

y

y

it is a
<*>.
Here is the story

t'»w n.

between

more

pro!

-j.

Special Xotirrs.
T^’OTICE

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
V^OTH’E is hereby given that the firm of
H. G. Smallidge A Co., Winter Harbor,
Maine, has this day dissolved partnership by
mutual consent. J. Howard Snyder retires
and the business will he conducted in the future by H. (i. Smallidge.
Winter Harbor. Sept. 20.

behind the shingles and moved the
If she
-havings with my hands.” i inquired
thought it was an apparition? “Why no,"she
replied, “it was the devil, and he never leftlooked

•!

r

in tiie

European

and ot.i.r

jually silly

fakes.

Buck*-port

Spain,
Eu-

An

nobody
European

j

products for the years 1892
inclusive, make the volume

This volume is

published by order of
Congress for distribution by senators
and representatives, to whom all requests should be made. It will be
for distribution about De-

cember 1.
back and forth be-

tween the Portland and Bangor papers over the successes and failures of

the recent Maine music festival is exWhatever its cut-

sign

atibfrlisnnrnts.

that such

important development

in

the

CENTRAL HOUSE

case

the

entirely

murderer,

I have leased the house formerly occupted by
John Malone, ami am prepared to accommodate all who call. Country trade solicited.

the money;

motive,
public in

remove a

like

the

T.

(

E.

per

his

week,

J

held.

muumI

YXWOOD F.

stable connected.

GILES,

Attorney and Counsellor

Special attention given
Commercial business.
MONEY
SECURITY

to

at

Law.

TO LOAN.

over

CONFIDENTIAL.

Burrlll National

Bank,
Maine.

Ellsworth,

1

GRAY’S

10

29

V)

200

4

20

40

329

6 90

139
100
10

309

6 18

288

288

5 76

175

175

3 50

88

38

269

269

76
5

38

2

159

150

3 00

15

180

180

3 60

35

35

70

260

5 20

893

17 86

2U
5

10)

8

100

19

760

133
720
156
240
150
550
lul

1,821

36

68

102
68

42
2 01
1 36

117 60

5,880

5.880

3

60

60

1 20

5

60

60

1 20

87

261

15

60

321

K3

83

5*._,

6

42

1 66

7l«j

120

120

2

40

2

100

100

2

00

1

20

20

51 1*0

370

50

250

40

450

100
K5

1,170

23

40

396

200

dwelling-house,

80
626
12 52
68
68
3 shares in James Alley estate,
17
1 36
Smith, land bounded N by unknown, E by E II Greely,
S by heirs of L Friend, W unknown,
275
275
5 50
5Hs
Cornelius Wellington, lot No 1, hounded N by Eden town line,
E by I) Bracy. J S Walls and others, S by shore. W by East4.432
ern shore Land Co,
1,108
Lot No 2, boumled N and W by county road, E by ( has Par90
tridge, S by Otter Creek.
1*3
Lot No 3, Sand hounded N by Fred Stanley. E by road, S and
NV bv S
80
Walls,
*-_»
Lot No ». land bounded N and W by S J Walls. E by road, S
l*
20
by Tripp & Brewer,
Lot No 5, land bouuded N bv J Blessington. E and S bv shore.
W bv Kodak Bros,
(8)0
103 44
75
6.1?2
II
A P Willis lot land bounded N by town road. E and S by A
375
375
Jordan and heirs of H D Roberts, west by road,
7 50
P-_»
Wyman A Phillips, lam! bounded N by E P Pray, E by road, S
15
240
by F P Feeeman.aud west by shore,
Lot No 2,
lot bounded N by heirs of Geo Greeley.E by heirs
of R Heath and Round pond. S by Round pond aud heirs of
15
150
390
7 80
Itobt Lewis, ami west by Goose Marsh,
Geo Phillips, lot No Pi. bounded N and E by Eden town line. S
7
70
by E T Bunker, west by Wellington,
Lot No *;i. bounded N by U H Frazier, R bv shore. S by S I)
Sargent, west by town road ami A M Manchester, vol 194,
1
325
395
7 90
page 608,
John W. Bombs, Collector
of taxes of the town of Mount Desert.
Mount Desert. Oct 15, 18)8.

68

490

60

other building,

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’s Notice and \«l ert laenient of Sale of Laud* of Non-resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lauds of non-resident owners situated in the town of Penobscot, in the
30
150
3 15
county of Hancock, for the year 1897
following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners, situated in the town of
r|MIE
X Penobscot, for the year 1897, committed to me for collection for said town on the 2$th
22
125
2 62
of May, 1897, remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
25
50
1 05
amount due therefor, including interest ami charges, will be sold at public auction at town
clerk s office, in said town, on the first .Monday of December, 1898, at 9 o'clock a. in.
No of No of No of
Taxon
60
530
11 13
leading to Lanioine,
lot. range, acres. Value, real est.
Names of owners, description of real estate.
Josiah Tinker, wood lot
Farnham
5
5u
M
Francis
Geo
25
75
1 57
field,
#
*1 lo
Trenton woods.
Warren, Uastine,
Richard I^each farm and buildings.
17
205
4 1U
V
Jennie
McFarland,
30
Part Reuben Dunbar farm.
20U
4 40
land situated in TrenGeo W Clement farm and buildings.
6 05
275
ton. on the road to
108
5
3u
66
Daniel W Gray, Sedgwick,
l
235
4 93
Oak Point.
50
1 10
David Anan, granite ledge,
T. J. Hopkins, Collector
3
35
50
42
1 10
of taxes ol the town of Trenton.
! Abram Bowdeu heirs, Orlaud,
59
1
25
40
88
Jonathan Bowden heirs, orland.
Trenton, Oct. 18, 189*.
30
75
1 65
Hervey Uunningham. land set off from Surrv,
F *1 som lot.
50
12
I 10
STATE OF MAINE.
30
100
Parris Snow, L* Manley Leach farm,
2 20
Collector's Notice ami Advertisement of Elisha Leach, Orlaud,
20
44
12
Sale of Lauds of Nou-resident Owners.
Lbboy Wakkwbll, Collector
of taxes for the town of Penobscot.
Dated this 17th October. 18»h.
Unpaid taxes ou lands of non-resident owners j
situated in the town of Martaville, in the
STATE OF MAIN*:.
munty of Hancock, fur the year 1897.
STATE OF MAINE.
lolloping list o! taxes on real estate of Collector** Notice hucI Advertisement of
rpilK
Collect. r’« A «l vert Dement of sale of I,nmD
I
non resident owners, situated in the town
sale of l.and* of Nou-Re-ldent Owners.
»d
Mari.i vide, for the year 1*97, committed to
of Nor-r**»'«|ent Owner**.
! non-rv-UJent owners
I m aid taxe- ou landme tor collection tor said town, on tin.- seventh
situated inthcrltv of Kll-worth, in tin* counday of June, l*n7, remains unpaid; and notlee is
rnp.thl taxes on lands sliu ited in the town of
ty t.t Hancock, l**r tin* year IK<7.
hercUv kIv.ii Unit it -ai<i taxes, interest and
Tren out, in Hie ount\ of linnet ck, tor the
I** H i. following d-t "I "tax<*» on real e-tate of
charges are not previously paid, so much of the
year 1*97.
real estate taxed as is -utlieient and neees-ary
J| in'll r' -ident w ner«, -Hunted lit the city rPH
h following IDt of t«xc* on real estate of
ear D C, committed to nie
to pay ttie amount due therefor, including inter- ! of KH-worth, for the
on-resident owner.’ lit tin- town of TreI
lor
-ai
on
the
of
<o1
24ih
he
lor
Section
;
sold at public auction at
e-t and charges, will
elty
day
lor the u-itr lx'.*7, ettiiiMilit•**I to me for colthe school house No. j, In -ai
town (the same
May. l.-'.C, remain* utipnl'1 ; and n tire i- hereby iiiont,
leetton for -aid town tot tin- *th day ol May, 1897,
Intere-t
and
are
it
-aid
that
taxe-.
tin*
last
tinwhere
charges
annual
given
;
ticing
place
preceding
remain* unpaid; anil nothe is hereby given that
I the real e-tate
tnu> h
on the ; not previously paid,
town meeting of said town was held
it -mid tax.
interest ami charges nr-- not pre;..< k
tax*- I a- 1- sulllcient ami ic • --ary t*. pay the \
tirst Momias iu lnci uii er, lv.*», at '•
viously |> id, so mot h of the real estate taxed
due
inu*re-t
and
amount
itieret>»r, including
j aa. ui.
1- euHident ami in n --ary to pav the am *unt
pu
No. \ a!- Amt. of
Nan.e-ofowners.de- No.
on the fii-t
of De- due thereior, Imludlig lio. rt -t ami charges,
office in said
ft-ripllon of pro pert. Lot. A re-, uc. tax due. cember, D'.is, ateit>.o’clock a. m. Monday
will he s«»id at puhlie auction at Trcimou hall,
in saltl to* it. on tin- ilr.-t Monday of DecemAlvah c Moore, or un
A mt of
54
4
* 50
# 1 (*" Names of owners, e-tate taxed. Value, tax due. ber, 1x98, at *.« o'clock a. it*known,
Amt of
Rosa A Moore, or un£ 200
£5 20
Abram, Win .1, bouse lot,
tax due
known, the
l.utiieT'
Mr- h red, latnl of W A
lucid int
Names of owners, dt -cripllon of
5n
Jordan farm,
13
I 05 Allen,
.'ki
I 30
Bouzcy on Hucksport road,
& digs.
Everett Mace, or unproperty.
6 50 1
200
Ilon/i
Melville 3, huu-c and lot,
known, Charles Mild
Charles H Hunker, N E Harbor, land lu
Bridge-, Brad, land on Hancock
30
45
95
ken Held,
? 1 00
tlisti let No 1, 4 acre, v *1 $20, lux 41c.
5 2o
200
line,
Samuel >cott, or unClark. Fanny A, :t acres laud in di-trict
Condon. A S, 15 acres of land at
known, SG ilapwoith
No
Kumiil lot,
1"0
Wc-t Ell-worth,
2«»i
NO
*
65
700
13
farm,
Foss, Arthur M. acres land in district
5 2u
200
Cou-lu-, Clifford E, home-lead,
j No 8, Keuoen Dlx lot,
Charles Rollins, or un5 97
DavD, Mary E, >» Driukwater
known, 1> T Jordan
800
7 SO Friend, heirs of Lewis, 37 acre'* in displace.
117
10 08
480
farm,
No* 10 and 1*2, and 141 acres Joy
trict
6
of
Mrs
Iris
acres
Fletcher,
II,
Gilman .Iordan, or un*20 57
lot district No 10,
C5
25
land of A 1* Goodale est,
j
known, Fred Jordan
Kozello, Grace, 1 dwelling and 1'4 acres
Grant, Francis S, Nathan Goss
8 57
farm,
65
596
land
in
No
10 11
10,
130
50
place,
Frank W Smith, or unGllchrUt, George A, 12 acres land In No
Gray, Henry W, Jasper Gray
known, the old James
7 65
-2, .1 A Freeman lot,
300
80
7
place,
Smith farm,
69
119
3 57
170
Greely, Everard H, *21 acres land in No 5,
iiail, Henry H, jr, Setl* Hall
Everett Archer, or unGoit place, also land at Ship Harbor,
150 8u
Birch ave,
homestead,
5,800
the
known,
Edgar
No 5, 45 acres, % of Dlx Point in No x,
5 20
laud of Gross,
200
80
305
Moore farm,
lo 15 Houston, Frank,
‘20 acres, J* of Beech Cliff in No 1, 10
Ingalls, Mrs Eliza E, laud on
25 69
Molbirv Kim.man. Collector
acres,
200
5
20
road,
Happytowu
of taxes lor the town of Mariavllle.
Halton, Nancy E, *2 acres land in No 4,
Merrill, Frank, part of Jelllaon
3 55
Peter Moore estate,
Oct. 17, 1898.
5o
1 3o
lot, Ellsworth Falls,
Hale, Eugene, 10 acres land In No 1,
Mr Howard, A, laud at Branch
Beech Cliff and ‘‘Dog Mountain’' lot
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
100
2 60
pond,
5 09
in No 1, 25 acres,
Philip Martin, of Sullivan, in McCarty, George Harvey, homeacre In No 10, old
50
130 Hodgdon, Mary E,
the county of Hancock, and State of
stead, Boggy brook,
1 01
road lot,
Maine, by hi* mortgage deed dated December Murch, John B, part of Johu JL
acre land in No 2,
5 20
Lurvey, Martin C,
200
Murch place,
18, a. d. 1871, and recorded in the Registry of
1»
2
03
and
.1
acres,
lot,
Lurvey
est,
library
Deeds for said Hancock county, iu book 141, Murch, Mrs Samuel J, house and
2 60 Lawton, James J, dwelling and stable
100
lot on Water street,
page 146, conveyed to George S. Bunker, then
in
land
No
2
homeand
acres
3*4
(his
heirs
5-9
of
of Goulasboro, in said county and State, a cerof,
Moore, Mrs Sarah,
stead), Young lot In No 5, 1H acres,
150
3 90
house and lot on High street,
tain lot or
of land situated in said
30 00
factory at Goose Cove, 1 building,
Sullivan, ana bounded and described accord- Perkins, Mrs Richard, li B Jorfctta C, *2 acres land lu district No
Miller,
6o0
20 80
dan homestead,
ing to the description in said mortgage deed,
4 75
9 (Geo Torrey lot),
as follows, to wit:
“Being the homestead lot Richards, Samuel, land on Surry
200
5 20 Smith, heirs of Ablsha, 15 acres land In
on wh ich I now live, together with the buildroad,
2 1*2
district No 12,
Mrs Susan, % Drinkings thereon, bounded on the east by Town- Steadman.
6 01
300
7 80 Stewart, Donald M, 8 acres land In No 3,
water house,
ship No. 7; south by Thomas L. Hill land;
Saunders, Arthur 1, 60 acres land in No
land of
Wasson. Samuel est,
west bv Henry C. Martin land; north by Na8, formerly Latty estate, and 30 acres
50
130
Murch and Greely,
thaniel Ash land.” And whereas said George
19 75
land in No 9, Kumiil lot,
Alvaii K. Woodward, Collector
8. Bunker by his deed of assignment (being
Tinker, Mrs Amanda E, homestead on
of taxes for the city of Ellsworth.
in form a quit-claim deed accompanied by an
Tinker’s Island, 3 buildings and 100
1896.
Oct
of
the
dated
Au18,
Ellsworth,
debt),
assignment
mortgage
13 *29
acres land,
gust 18, a. d. 1890, conveyed and assigned said
Mrs 8 C, land and buildings
Thompson,
mortgage deed to the undersigned, Clarence
In No 4, Seawall property, 1x6 acres
The American prints more vital staE. Martin, said deed of assignment being re95 53
land,
corded in said registry, in book 253, page 273.
John T. K. Freeman, Collector
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage tistics-births, marriages and deaths—
deed have been broken and remain unperof taxes of the town of Tremont.
other papers printed in the
formed, now therefore, by reason of the than all the
October 17, 1898.
breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a
and most of them it
combined,
county
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
Clarence E. Martin.
;
ontempo^a* xes
Sullivan, Me. Sep 17 1395.

parcel

TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE

OB PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Offices

Cove,

Louise During, part of
Burr place, at Goose
Cove.
Geo Tower, land and
stable, situated on the
road leading to Ellsworth from toll bridge,
Kst of John
Harden,
land situated in Trenton on road
leading
from loll
bridge to
Ellsworth,
Eat <»f John K Hodgdon,
part of Stephen Hodgdon’s place.
Charles E Dovle, wood
lot,
Colon F Davis, land and
stable situated on road

4 08

Smith,
Nancy
Neal D

Oak
80

shore,

£

WHEREAS

Collections and all

ALL BUSINESS STRICTLY

COLLEGE

School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
and

SK.N’D FOR FRF,* CATALOGUE.

|

\

Prof’r.
Ellsworth.

Street,

First-class

and

per week.

;

MCCORMICK,
Water

Tuesday and Wednesday of
Thursday at the same
annual meeting of the district

day

place,

bv

£ 291

1

RATES
80

vest Harbor

The camel is a beast of great strength and enluraoce. Nothing hurts it until the proverbial
‘last straw" Is added to its burden. The hunan digestive system Is very much like a camel,
[tin really astonishing how much abuse it will
itaiul. Sometimes, however, something worse
,han usual will be eaten, and will go through
he stomach into the bowels, and there it will
stick—that’s constipation.
Nine-tenths of all
mnian sickness is due to constipation.
Some
>f the simplest symptoms are coated tongue and
foul breath, dizziness, heartburn, flatulence,
<ullowness, distress after eating, headaches and
assltude. A little thing will cause coustipa
ion, and a little thing will relieve it. l)r.
Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are a certain cure for
constipation. They are tiny, sugar coated gran
iles, mild and natural in their action. There is
nothing Injurious about them. Sold by drugrists.
Address with 21 cents in one-cent stamps, to
•over cost of mailing only, World’s Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y., and get a
iree copy of the “People’s Common Sense Sled-

valuable to all who desire to have
such facts in form for ready reference.

tremely £ uciils.

no

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor of the Ellsvorth Methodist church, delivered the
lermon Tuesday evening.
B. T. Sow le, of
Ellsworth, will be one of the speakers at
he Epworth league meeting.
Quite a number from Ellsworth will be
in attendance.

and animal

bantering

given

NOTH I. TO

well founded.

ulace, the
Epwortb league will be

for the years 1870 to 1896
These statistics, with those
on the imports and eiports of animals

The

in

Hticksport Ministerial Association.
The annual meeting of the Bucksport
Ministerial association is held at South-

states

available

evident

general, may have believed the money to
L*e in the satchel, which is still missing.

inclusive.

to 1896

been

tiie ti

»ut it does not
is

milch cows, oxen and other cattle,
sheep and swine in the United States
for the years 1967 to 1896 inclusive,

by

has
of

;he murderer did not obtain

potentates.

and

WATER TAKERS.
Ellsworth Water Co. at
St
will be open every
Saturday afternoon and evening (as well aother week days
until further notice. Ail
business will b- promptly attended to at the
office.
L. 11. ci smman, Supt.

'ding of Mrs. Ware’s money in
he trunk at her home. This proves tiiat
f Mrs. Ware was murdered for money

and

The fourteenth annual report of the
industry gives the
number and value of horses, mules,

has
wus

was

pp. /tunity go by without action. tiit-re is not the slightest reason
for expecting anything of the sort in
the pc....
negotiations. Tlie United

bureau of animal

the case,

expectation

un

that

knows it any better than the

an air

1
1

164
10

$

Amt
tax.

|

offict of the
r|^HE
No. 1 Franklin
X

expectancy— a feeling
:hat a denouement was imminent —but as
vet Detective Odiin, who is still at work

ropean n : t-renee in behalf of Spain
mig; : i.ave been a serious thing in tlie
beginnii of the war, and there were
really some reasons for fearing some
atter.pt of that sort, but, having Jet

States is not Turkey,

There

unsolved.

interference

..elution in behalf of

■!•

SPECIAL

Bucksport's Murder Mystery.
Bueksport’« murder mystery remains

'.ts

—

DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSIIIP.
is hereby given that the firm of
King A Hutchings has been dissolved
by mutual consent. The business will be
continued at the same place by VV. F. Hutchings. who assumes all bills of the late firm,
and to whom all outstanding bills are to be
paid. Accounts due should be settled at
once.
W. F. Hutchinos.
Lanwine, Me., Oct. 7.

me aoor.
aiy miner ueitig
fond of company, I
determined to ask the
stranger into the house. 1 went directly to the
«hop, opened the door that let tiie moonlight in,
Liut to ray astonishment no one was there. I

during tlie war with
for many of the sensational stories from Paris about deadlocks In tii“ peace commission, the
a<

to

Accommodation for a few
boarders at 42 State st.. Ellsworth.

BOARDERS

the taliesL h nig

Spain,

return

CHanttD.

min enter ana close

The pri
nce in Europe of some of
the “yellow
correspondents who did

C?H.

and receive suitable reward?

:

“My lather lived at-. He and the boys had
-hop where they shaved shingles. It was In
October, the fall that I was titteen years old.
The ground was frozen; the lull moon shone,
making the night almost as light as day. I was
Dut of doors, and saw a man dressed In the
height of fashion coming up the road. I heard
his footsteps on the frozen ground, saw him
[>pen the door of the shingle shop, and heard
the door creak upon its wooden hinges, I saw

easily, num! ering each corresponding
piece Concluding, Mr. Stowe said:
"There is no fault with the prices
charg?d by American manufacturers,
even with the duty added; but it is
the excessive freights on account of
bulk, and the difficulty of putting together. shipped knockdown, of which
the dealers complain.”

J

fur,
CIOLLARETTE—Black
Drumiuey'8 house and Washington JuncWill finder
J. P. Yvldridge'1*

tion.
store

a

their furniture ••knockdown’-, and so
made that it can be put together

7-

In-

Host.

Hancock

m

2

West

sitive— we withhold its

»e

tue

showcases;
1
must be sold quick.
of E. E. Joy, Ellsworth.

dle an«l heirs of J T Freeman, anti W

real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including interact and
charges,will be sold at public auction at Everthe same being the
green ha!l, in said town
place where the last preceding annual town
meeting of said town was held on the first
Monday of December, 1W-8, at 9 o’clock a. m.
No
Names of owners.de\mt of
scription ol property, a res. Value, tax due.
J Campbell and C Candage. lot situated at
Oak Point,
2 _•
$
*35
73
Hattie Fuller,house and
lot known as Frank

Pomroy

JFor Salt.

Frankliu correspondent of a story told
him by an old woman not many years ago.
Out of consideration for the feelings of
for towns, like most people,
Lue town

value of American furniture imported
into Sooth Africa in 1S97 was $254,-

1

5:*h

13 3-10

Phillips, west by shore,
Lot No 2. land bounded N by Mrs Sophia Freeman. E by Great
pond, S by land of Maine company, W by Great Heath,
1 dwelling-house,
2 other'buildings,
Heirs of Geo F Greeley, a lot of land bounded N by heirs of
I*«aac Atherton, E by heirs of Richard Heath, S by It l. Griu-

day
May, 1897, rumuins unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not pr* viouslv paid so much of the

Point.
Almenia Everett, land
and buildings, part of
Burr place at Goose

2d-hand
SHOWCASES—3
foot. upright,

report

seen

look

Henry

was

said:

The

South Africa.

It

to

strawberry

a

“Eureka!”

day.

Britain,

months

up

;

2*o

Total
value.

Whit-

W H Freeman,
John Gould, land bounded N by Eden town liue, E by I) Bracy,
south by unknown, W by Wellington.
Louise Howard, lot No 1. boumled N by John Bartlett. E by
short*, S by heirs of HU Raymond, W ijy Mrs Dyer,
Lot No 2, bounded N and E by Mrs F E Dyer. S by John Dix
and FO Bartlett, W
by shore,
J A Herrick, land bounded N by unknown, E by E II Greely,
S by heirs of L Friend, W by unknown,
W U Mil liken, land boumled S' by Dodge A Gould. E by 'V II
Freeman, S by Maine Laud Co. W by shore,
lot.
Uhas Partridge! land bounded N amf E b\ Bowler lot, S by
Otter Creek, W by Wellington.
Alanson Phillips. '» of lot bounded N and NS' by Maine Land
Co. E and S by Maine company and shore.
Heirs of Eph Pray, or unknown, lot No 1, bounded N ami E by
road leading to Pretty Marsh, south by land of Wyman and

—

There has

and south bv *8 K

vol 2-103, page 219.

the

coaching exTbe steamer “Cimbria”, of tbe Bangor
Robin Hood park is being and Bar Harbor
hibitions.
line, while trying to
put through the necessary legislation converted into a handsome
field, and the make a landing at Bass Harbor Friday
to carry' out the domestic policy of the
half-mile track is being put in shape.
Dr. Milliken, of Cherryfield, Dead.
morning, struck on a ledge near the
administration, which will continue
Dr. Charles J. Milliken, a prominent
wharf. The steamer had slowed down
is
that
the
now
the prosperity
Residents at Lamoine Point expect for the
country
landing and was scarcely moving. citizen of Cherryfield, and one of the
enjoying, as well as show the world next summer to have a water supply. | When within about fifty feet of the leading physicians of eastern Maine, died
that the country is behind President Blunt’s pond, on the hill above the Point,
wharf, C'apt. Shute gave the signal (two Sunday morning, of paralysis.
Dr. Milliken was a graduate of Harvard
McKinley in carrying out the new forms a natural reservoir, and the water is bells) to back the engine, but the enmedical action!, cIhs- of ’66, and had pracforeign policy m;*le necessary by the excellent. Pipes will be laid from the gineer got only one bt*ll and started ticed in Cherryfi
-Id for thirty years.
He
to the Point, and next season many
ahead.
Before the mistake could be rec- was active in educational affairs, and at
results of the war, just as it was be- pond
Blunts pond
of the cottagers will add
tified the steamer was on the rocks. the time of his desth whs h menu er of
water to their bill-of-fare, and the comthe board of trustees of the Cherryfield
Capt. Shute thinks that the bell wire got
successful war in all history.
academy. He was fifty-five years of Hge.
forts of life at Lamoine Point will be protbe
caught,
thereby
preventing
engineer He is survived by a son and daughter.
The country knows just what the
portionately heightened.
getting tbe second bell.
republican party offers it, both at
Tbe
was
tide
when
steamer
tbe
I
falling
One of the oldest and best preserved
home
and
abroad, while nobody
SLrgal Xoticrs.
went on tbe rocks, and it was feared from
knows what the democratic party couples in Hancock county is Mr. and her
that she would be a total j
STATB OF MAINE.
position
would give it, further than that dem- Mrs. G. Saunders, of Orlaud, who live in loss. Tbe steamer remained on the rocks I Collector's Nolle;* and Advertisement of
that part of the town called the “Front
sale of I.an.Is of Non-resident Owners.
ocratic success would mean a renewal
until Monday, when she was floated and j
Their home, a tidy farmhouse, is
Unpaid taxes on lands of non-resident owners
towed to Bangor. It is estimated that
of the uncertainties which were so Ridge”.
situated in the town of Trenton, in the
one of the pleasantest spots in Orlaud,
i county of Hancock, for the year 1*97.
she was damaged to the extent of f2,000.
disastrous to our commercial and in- |
and one is always sure of a hearty welfollowing list of taxes on real estate
r|^HK
dustriai interests during
the
last i come from “Aunt
JL of non-resident owners in the town of
Hitty” and “L'ncle
• too Reward 9100.
Trenton, for the year 1*97, committed to me
Cleveland regime.
George”, as they are universally known.
for collection for said town on the 6th
of
running

in

east

*3

Greely, Emery, Friend aud Wiswell, land bounded N and E by
A H Jordan and heirs of I! D Roberts. 8 by Gordon A W’iswell. W by the Himor lot.
48
Lot No 2, bounded N by pond, E by A H Jordan, 8 by heirs
rtf I. Friend. W by Joy and others.
13
lx»t No 3, bounded N by road, E by I'ineo and Berry, 8 by W’
T Walls, W* by David Bracy. Jr,
20
Lot No 4, bounded N by A H Jordan, E by road, 8 and W by
land of Greely,
2
Lot No 5, hounded N by Greely and others, E and H by Gardner and Wiswell, Chas R Adams, west by Chas Candage,
11
Matilda Grant, 1 share in the James Alley estate,
17
Matilda Lunt, 3 shares in the James Alley estate,
17
Mount Desert ami Eastern Shore Land Company, Wm Claffiin,
and Dustin Lancey trustees, for description reference is made
to Hancock County Reg Deeds, vol 229, page 123 aud 132,
1,960

Twenty years ago
bridge
rebuilt on piles, with plank floor.
For the past forty years it has been
under the management of K. K. Thompson, who leases it from the company.
f50

A H K Davis, land bounded

ing, north by Geo W’ Graves, west by Cleaves A whiting,
Joseph E Davis, bounded north by Geo F Greeley, K by heirs
of R Heath, 8 by heirs of L Freeman, west bv shore,
Chas E Doyle, land on west side and near mouth of Otter Creek,
reference Hancock Reg of Deeds, vol 2 103, page 219,
Charles Emery, lot No 1, bounded N by W T walls, E by Mrs
W T W’alls and A T Davis, and 8 by Wm Warreu, west by C
Wellington,
Ix>t No 2, bounded N by 8haw. Carney A Hamon, E by W T
Walls. 8 by
riup A Brewer, west by A T Davis,
Heirs of I.ewis Friend lot 1, bounded N by W 8 Bmallidge,
E and 8 by Greely and Emery, west bv A A J Clement,
Lot No 2, 1-10 of lot of land on west s(de aud near mouth of
Otter Creek, reference is made to Reg Deeds Hancock Co,

A stock compauy was organized,
stock was divided in 100 share* of

each.

H

18

Value,

rzj*;* u. ZTJZ* rorr-LANr,

k

Subscribe lor Tax American

UP TUESDAY.
ASSIGNED

ERSE

FOR

Wednesday evening at Hancock hall,
under the auspices of the social ^committee of the Congregational church, was a
highly entertaining affair, interesting

TRIAL —TRAVJURY RE-

JURIES —GRAND

from start to finish, and financially successful.
The stage was tastefully arranged for

TURNS SEVENTY INDICTMENTS.
THE COURT.

Presiding

Justice—Andrew P. Wihwell.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton.
County Attorney—J. K. Hunker, Jr.
Sheriff—Lewis F. Hooper.
Crier—William H. Higgins, liar Harbor.
W.
Frank
Deputies
Lvnt, Tremont;
Roukrt R. Joy, Gouldsboro; K. L. Haskell
Deer Isle.
Stenographer—C. O. Harrows, Portland.

the occasion.

Shortly

giirtnlr', with

brilliant

appearance, and took
trumpeter then anig of the “queen” with

nounced the

conn

attendants and t»ages.
When duly seated upon her throne, the
pages took
testants

Ward well.

in

t .irns

f.»r

the

announcing

“crown”.

they cam**, each making
The business of

October term is
now fully entered upon.
The traverse
Juries are in attendance, and to-morrow
the trial of cases will begin.
Judge Emery came into court Thursday
morning to receive the report of thegrand
jury. The jury rose at 10 30, and reported
seventy indictments.
Sixty-three were

priate

the

wiuuw

ifwrn,

ui

Friday
ordering the

until

a

inmuui

auu

learned counselor of this court, sister of the
chief justice, and mother of one of Its associate justices, and to enable the officers of the
court ami members ol the bar to attend the
funeral this 13th day of October, tills court Is
and stands adjourned over until Friday a. tn. at
10 o'clock.
CIVIL BUSINESS.

The real

Tuesday.
bench.
court

business

of

the

term

began

Judge W is well was on the
The traverse jurors came into

and

were

empaneled

as

one

follows:

HK8T THAN ERSE .M’K^

Each

Grant, .1 It, foreman.Otis
Bowden, Ellas ll .Orland
Crabtree, Henry C.Hancock
Downing, Sherman It.Sorrento
Katun, Groves I).Sedgwick
Katon, Hosea B.Deer Isle
Eldrldg**, John H
.Bucksport
Flye, llenry W.Brook I In
GaajMT, Manuel A.Surry*
Gilley, Pedrlck D.Tremont I
Gordon, Orville l» .Sullivan I Hypatia. .Bertha Giles
Gott, Ezra .Stonlngton ! Joan of Arc.Bay Whiting
SECOND TRAVERSE JI KV.
Mary, Queen of Scots,.Fannie Hall
Stubbs, James, foreman.Bucksport Queen Elizabeth.Hu by McGown
Greene, VV G.Blueblll Jenny Lind.Mrs. E. J. Walsh
lln-dam. Moihurv K.Waltham Grace Darling.Inez Kingman
Mrs. Browning.Marion Bartlett
Eden
Higgins, John s.
Hutchins, Joseph M .Penobscot Louise M. Alcott.May Bonsey
Alice
and Ph«el»e < ary
I .Hand, Thompson T.Trenton
Mary H. McFarland, Maud Smith
orcutt, Fred A.Ellsworth
Klchanisoji, Clifford B.Mount Desert Motner Goose.Helen Bon-ey
s»nlth, Benjamin A.Isle an Haul Minnehaha..Mabel Mouaghan
Bridget O’FIannagan.Leah Friend
Sumner, B Frank. Whiter Harbor
Taft, George F.Gouldsboro Samantha Mien.Sarah Burrill
Tapley, Samuel W.BrooksvlUe Mrs. Partington and Ike;
Helen Hollins and Henry Campbell
KI’FKRM CM KHAKI ES.
Turner, Julian E.Dedham Camilla I’rso.Mrs. K. I*. Morris
West, Francis W.Franklin Isabella, Queen of Spain..Mrs. Henry K. Davis
Eppes, Daniel H.Ellsworth Piges to Isabella
Carrie Hedman and Helen Holmes
Sargent, William G.,.t'astlne
EXCISED.
The music wrh furnished by Mrs. 8. F.
l>avts, llenry E.Ellsworth Hall,
piano, H. F. Hall, clarinet, J. E.
The day was occupied by the calling of Lynch, cornet, and I. H. Bowles, of
the docket and assignment of cases. The Cherryfleld, violin.
To Mr. Bowles, ably assisted by the
following attorneys were present at the
local committee, belongs
the credit of
calling of the docket:
II. E. Hamlin, A. F. Burnham, John B. putting the entertainment upon the
lied man, A. W. King, John A. Peters, jr., stage.
He showed uo little skill, and
George B. Stuart, F. L. Mason, Charles H.
Drumuiey, L. F. Giles, Daniel E. Hurley,
F. Carroll Burrili, B. B. Whitcomb, Ellsworth; O. P. Cunningham, O. F. Fellows,
T. H. Smith, Bucksport; L. B. Deasey, E.
S. Clark, Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker, jr., Bar Harbor; E. P. Spofford, Deer
Isle; Montelle W. Abbott, Stoningtou;
George M. Warren, Castine; E. E. Chase,

cases

assigned

for trial:
Thursday, (Jet. ’J(>.
2*'.7*’,.
2510.
211'
2556.

2711.
2766.

Page
Smith

Graves.

Clark. Bunker.
v
P.ray P»r*i«. spufford; Warren.
Weed v Bray Br
Spufford; Warren.
Inh of Buck spurt v lull, of Bluehill.
v

•-

Cunningham, Fellows, King; Chase,
Spufford.
Saturday, Oct. 'J'J.
Grludle v Small. Mason; Spufford.
Monday. (Jet. 'J4.
Mooney v Gctchell. Fellows; King,
Smith.

Higgins v Pulitzer. Clark; Deasy.
'•purling v .lellisou. Deasy; Clark.
Spurlingv.Iellls.ni. Deasy; Clark.
2665. Clements v Steele. Fellows; Warren.
Tuesday, (>ct. H5.
2717. Kingsley v Salmurin. Wood; Llzotte.
2743. Lowell v Pendleton. Crosby; Tracy.
2671. Woodward v Morrison Co. Clark; Chase,
2753. Hutchins v Sawyer. Fellows.
2764. Hutchins v Sawyer. Fellows.
213. Conary v Sawyer. King, Chase, llale A
2161.
26.34.
2635.

Hamlin.
A

The committee who had

harge of the
affair was made up of Mesdames H. J.
Joy, U. K. Cunningham, E. F. Robinson,
H. W. Cushman, J. F. Knowlton and A.
P. Wiswell.
The net proceeda amounted to about
c

*70.

CITIZEN.

Naturalization papers were issued to
Frederick L. Hchllcbenmayer, of Bar Har-

bor, Tuesday.
Test the Law.
Last Wednesday Game Warden Neal
seized seven partridges which were being
shipped to Bar Harbor by a Bangor
marketman. The marketman was lined
f35 in the Bangor municipal court.
It ia understood he will appeal from the
tine to test the law. He claims the shipping of the partridges in question to a
customer in Bar Harbor was no more
Will

Do Klslies

Magellan,

sessions

held in

were

and
left

and

Methodist

church.

lodges

Thursday evenings

Odd

not

so

Hancock

new

Several

works.

already.

district

began

all the time.

on

the tracks

and

with fish
at

began

the

authority

when he

was
a

recognized

was

Mr. Black-

present time he is
all

over

very young,

the world.

“Certainly they sleep,"
response.

ford’s

“They sleep suspended in
with

them

the

now

named as

the date of

and

completion

There was quite a serious wash-out on
the new line near Eaatport in the storm
and high tide of Saturday.
Connecting E tstport with Carlow’s is-

ance

sentiment.

Chief Rogers held the close attention of
the large audience with a strong and forcible speech in which were many incidents
his

Templary

was

a

them.

glass fronts and can watch
Sometimes I see a tish suspended

with

keeping perfectly still for
half an hour at a time, and then 1 conclude that he is asleep.
He does not even
move a lin at such limes, and the motion
of the gills is barely perceptible.
the

water

“Fishes don’t close their eyes, because
there is no necessity for their doing it.

They

eyelids, because their eyes
are not exposed to dust as ours are.
They
don’t close their eyes in sleep because the
light is so modified by the water that it is
not hard for them to find a twilight spot.
“But they can close their eyes if they
want to do it, and they do on very parhave

The

Madison,

grand

Joshua Davis, of Portland, grand
nummer,

oi

Watson,

of

Augusta,

grand

marshal.

Blethen, of Dover, grand

W. 11.

hearing

at

her

quite

power

y

sure,

mum.

We’ve had him

f

Kev. E. B. Gerry, of Goodwin’s Mills,
grand chaplain.
1). Page Perkins, of Portland, grand

La wise apes.

photographs of Boston Common, made at night in midwinter, is a
unique feature of the July Ladies’ Home
Jourtial. The pictures were made without the use of artificial light other than
that of the street lamps, but they reveal

K.

W.

Hanson,

of

Fairfield,

grand

A naturalist of eminence says that land
journeys in the day time

j

night.

and water birds at

''"liljrrUsnncnts.

NEW YORK, ROCKLAND
AND BANGOR LINE.

BEGIN RIGHT!

Steamers of this line will leave Bangor (Eagle
Wharf, High Head) every .Monday at 9 a. m.,
at 6 p. m., for New York direct.
Returning, steamers will leave New York
for Rockland, Camevery Monday at t p. m
den, Belfast, Buckspoit and Pangor.
With our -uperior facilities for handling
ity and at our eastern
freight in New York
terminals, together with through traffic ar
ran moments wehuv-.* with our connections, l>otii
hy rail and watc.\ to tli we-t and south, we are
handle all ilit* business inIn a po-dHoti t.
trusted to us to lie entire satisfaction of our
patrons Itoilva* egarde service and charges.

and Rockland

a

ar.
a

young

woman

All

makes

who

poor thing it
worried you hh long hh it lastn.
When >ou buy a good thing
you are giHd of the few extra
centn, or poHsihly dollars, you
Hpent for it. every day you posWhen you buy

he»M

ft

For all

it.

last week.)
Ellsworth Port,

BOSTON

with

like cut, complete
chairs and rocker

SAILED

Saturday,

me a

man

You will find as you grow older that a
good many who claim to have their coats
off working for you, have them rolled up
for pillows and are sleeping on them in
the shade.

M

Mr-j

[Gladys A1 I
Mr and Mrs

j

M< >" EE V- At West Ed. n, Oct 6, to M and MrJohu W M.isles a daughter. .Henrietta.]
SAUNDERS -At Deer Isle, Ort >, to Mr and
Mrs Joseph E Saunders, a daughter.

|

D.WIS—At

George

W

Deer

Davis,

Isle, Oct
a

',

to

son.

AND BANCOR

Friday, Oct 7

Sch Franconia, Young, Salem
Seh Storm Petrel, Bonsey, Portland

liOKN.

meda.]

part’eulars address,
<\ (jUniBY, Eastern Agent,
Vo. 22 Broad Sweet, Bangor, Me.

ARRIVED

A large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
first time in Thk American. They will
appear next week, or the week after, in
The American is
our contemporaries.
in the county
the only paper printed
which systematically collects the I'ital j
statistics of the county; the others sys- j
tematicaUy steal them

ard

met.

A. fi. HI VT, Rockland, Me.
N. I,. NKWCOMB, Gen’l Manager.
A. I>. S'lITII, Gen’l Freight Agent,
">-11 Broadway, New York City.

Oct

four

WINTER

j

MARRIED.
Rev
AREA
SMITH —At Bueksport, Get lu,
W H Mallit, Mi.-s Blanehe E \rey, of Bucks
port, to Lemuel II Smith, of Orrlngton.
DODGE—THEWORGY—At Surry, Oct 15, by
Rev H E Day, Miss Eva M Dodge to Wlnlield
S Treworgy, jr, both of Surry.
LOMBARD—MOON—At Surry, Oct 15. by Rev
H F Day, Miss Emmie C Bombard, of Holden,
to Ernest C Moon, of Surry.
MA DDOX—LEACH—At Holden, Oct 8, bv Rev
II
A
Freeman, Miss Louise Maddox, of
Bueksport, to Willard E Beach, of Penobscot.

by

DIKI).
CUNNINGHAM—At Surry, Oct 14, Addison D
Cunningham, aged 70 years, 2 montl|f*,24 days.
DORR—At Orland, Oct 14, Rayuold E, infant
son of Mraud Mrs Everett E Dorr, aged 9

-eh Sarah A Blalsdell, Bon.-ev, Port-mouth,
lumber and shingles for Ell-worth Lumber Co
-eh Ella Etidora, t lossou. Bar Harbor
Friday, < let 11
Sell Fore-ter, < lossou, Roeklaml, staves for
Barlow Hall
-i b Carry Mav, Bra\, Bar llarl
-r, bricks for
H B Phillips
Hancock County Pori-.
i.i.iv is
\roet i, -eli M
Wkst
Moseley,
Brown, from If*• -t■ i»
A
«let a, sell •. U Cnl !i n -, Grant. Bo-ton
\
Oet 7, -eh Mai1, I ol»l., iron Bo-ton
I. 'lav well, «.ott, -.aeo; .1
-eh- "
\r *let
V.ekcrsoii, Portland. E-ii.it I I'hw, Piukh.iiu,
B.iuI’.Mtland; Donna I
Bo.-ton; John
Bracewell, Ben- hi. >nct.
\r Oet
-el, I.ui• y Bell. Marlin, Bo-t »u
d Oet 6, -eh M < Mo-i ley, Broyvn, with curb
-t..ne from t rabtree A Havey for Bo-ton
-id Oet 7, -eli I hr*.iiio, Tinker, tor Roluiout
with staves from
I’Gordon
-Id Oet 10, sell G \V .dlirt**, Grant, with curl)
stone trom A Abbott for Boston

For $15.
You should look at them at the

WEST END FURNITURE STORE.
GREAT

Bluehill, Oct 10, Mrs Mattie A
Grlndle, aged 37 years, 4 mouths, 24 days.
HERSEY—At Pretty Marsh, Oct 3, William
1 Jersey.
JONES—At Castlne, Oct 16, Mrs Mary B Jones,
aged 57 years, 4 months, 13 days.
MULLAN-At Boston, Oct 12, James Mulian,
formerly of Ellsworth, aged 42 years.
MOORE—At Surry, Oct 12, Nellie C, wife of
Rev II M Moore, aged 24 years, 3 months, 14
days.
ORCUTT—At Franklin, Oct 9, Ransom B Or
cult, aged 72 years, 4 months.
PIIIPPEN—At Cranberry Isles, Oct 9, Winfield
K Phlppen, aged 4 months, 14 days.
SPOFFORD—At Deer Isle, Oct 14, Mrs Eliza
b**th Spofford, aged 76 years, 9 months, 16 days.
10. Mins Susan F
STOVER—At Hiueiil”,
Stover, aged 15 years, 9 months.
WENTWOltTH-Al Hancock, Ocl lb, Jollk Hi
Wentworth, aged 73 years.
1

tt.'t.OU

Wk.-i Sullivan—Ar Oet in, seh May Oueen,
Grant, Boston
\
(»et II, sell.- Nell ie Grant, 1 >. idge, Portia ml.
Luey Belle, Martin, Bo-ton
\r Oct 15, sells Mattie J Mies, Crockett, Portland; Ann, Bennett, Boston
Sid Oct 12, seh Midi, c ol»l», for Boston with
cuib stone for Crabtree A Havey
sld Oct 13, sells Willie L Maxwell, Gott, for
\ew York,with paving tor Hooper, Havey A Co;
.1 .bn Bracewell, Ben-on, for Philadelphia with
curb stone for Robertson A Havey
Sld Oct 14, sch Eliot L Doyv, Plnkham, for
New York, with paving from Dunbar Bros
Sld Oct 15, sell Lucy Bell, Martin, for Boston,
with curb stone for W B Blalsdell A Co
Sld Oct, 16, sch I Nickerson, for New York,
with paving for Hooper, Havey A Co
Sld Oct it, sch Donna T Briggs, Gurney, I6r
Boston with curb stone for Robertson A Havey
BUCK8PORT—Sld Oct 14, sch Jessie Lena,
Devereux, New York
Sld Oct 13, sch Edgar 8 Foster, Mclunls,
Placentia Bay, N F
Ar Oet 12, schs Lunet, Simpson, New York; G
W Lewis, Boston

West Eifl furniture Store. !

1

R.

B.

HOLMES. Proprietor.
Building, West Mini ot Bridge.

In Oil(l fellow,’

1

Silverware

Chocks Civen.

M. MOORE.
dealer in all kind■< «»i

:

EDWIN

X

^

+

^

Fresh. Salt, Smoked and Dry

^

*

FISH.

2

%

a

!

__

rat'*

O

^

Haddock, HRlibnt, Bluefish, A
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, *
*0
Lobsters ami Finnan Baddies.

S

Campbell ,t True lililg., East End Bridge, §

♦

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

X

I SDH.

FALL

MILLINERY.
LowestIPrices.

Latest Styles.

CALL & CONNICK.

special attention during

the next

superior finish. They are the very
dining-room furnishings.

latest in

c. It. FOSTER,
DEAL lk

E. S. .1. Mo km-:. Agent, Bar Harbor.
Boston.
Calvin Austin. tien’l siupt
William II. Hit l, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

I

tend,

DINING TABLES and CHAIRS,

FURNITURE

FARES.

Boston.

From To
Between
ridticcd $4 *n> $;l 00
Bar Harbor A Bo-t* n
:i s;>
2 Oo
seal Harbor A Ba.*»t<m
■’> M>
2 Ml
Northeast Han r A B>»-ti.n
2 75
Suutliwest Harbiir A ..
B 00
2 25
Stonington A Bo-to
The price of room- nc■■•••mi
hating two perno ami $150
sons each, w i11 in-ivo jiiil from
to $1 50 au-l si ch ea' li
steamer “Mt. Domo "will leave Bar Harhor
.I P, ur-. i:iy s, t or Seal
at I" a m, mi Mm !n
Harbin*, Nnrthea.-t Harbor, Southwest Harhor,
and stonington, com Ttin^ .it Bm kland with
steamer for Boston.
RETIUSING.
From Boston, Tut -'lav-ami Fridays, at 5 pm.
Wedues
a
From Km kl ihd,
\va; landings,
daysjHid Saturda;. « at about 5am.

<•

GOLDEN OAK SIDEBOARDS,
a

IN

Harbor to

••

two weeks to a sale of

of

Bin

Commencing Mimin', <»rt. 17, 1898, the
tor Ihrougl tick* t-

latest

3bbcrti0fmmt0.

I wish to call

11K DICTION

of fare

production of the
lampmaker’s handiwork at the
the

■

months.
GRINDLE—At

RATES.

8

ARTISTIC and BEAUTIFUL

.Mr

covnjeting rates promptly

II.

SAILED

—

1.
1 45i 7 20

birds make their

Sch Lulu W Eppes, .Ionian, Boston
Wednesday, Oct 12
“What did you do while you were away I Sell
Storm Petrel, Bonsey, Rondout, staves for
“Sat around while ! Whltcomh, Haynes A Co
on your vacation?”
>eh Agues Mattel, Mosley, Ilarllaibor
my wife was dressing for meals, most of

Oct 13, to
a son.

..

STEAMSHIP CO.,

(Deferred from

pictures are of especial value in
revealing the development and possibilities of photographic art.

\t 1.. Me.
BUt K MINUTER
and Mr-* Alfred B BuckmiiWtr,
to
EOS'SuN
At llaiieoek, < »et
Erank K Closmn, a daughter.

.1.

herald.

MARINE LIST.

with marvelous accuracy every detail of
While posthe snow-covered landscape.
sessing a strong pictorial interest of their

8 55

9 25
10 00|

guardian.

things count.” “How does she do
it?” “Teaches arithmetic in a primary
school.”

A series of

4 35
7 35
7 45 4 40
8 05! 4 47
8 oOl f& 09
f" 09
t 8 55
t7 16 t 9 00; t5 16
9 25; |5 26
f7 26
9 451
5 86
t7 36
7 61 10 15- 6 61
5 67
7 57 10 45
11 06 f6 03
f8 03
8 12 11 381
6 12
8 22 1156 |6 22
8 27
12 05
6 27
8 361 12 15
6 35

MANHATTAN

con-

ductor.

own

bout

A. M.
6 36
6 40
6 47

Norway, grand

Crummett, of

W.

00
M.

12 30

Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
YIce Fre*. and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

roruana,

representative.
J.

9

11 00

Ellsworth.

grand treasurer.
Clarence

M. A. M.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

tary.
wnimm

A.

on

secre-

was so

“There’s
of Winter

of

Small,

warden.

tL.

M.

*.

1 30
6 67

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Bos>
ton and St. John.

Chase, of Portland, grand master.
Felker, of Clinton, deputy grand

Charles O.

6 35
A.

follows:

master.

little
Photos,

druggists.

the best after-dinner
pillSt aid digestion, afte.

are

Albro
S. P.

6 03
6 23
6 80

7 00

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Egerv’s Mill.
Lake Hou°e.
Greei. Lake.
Nicolin
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Co.Jc.
Franklin Road.......
Hancock.
Waukeag, S. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

—

activity.
Night

officers

15 66
t5 59

P.

Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F.
grand lodge of Odd Fellows, at its
annual meeting iu Waterviile Tuesday,
elected

5 86
46

f5

.!
BAR HARBOR.

Portland.

The

as

M.

f.5 07
5 13
5 19

9 05

F.

partita
All

M.
O')
3 35
4 00
4 35
4 43
4 48
4 58

3

5 35

Boston...

Lady Visitor—What a pretty baby! How
Mamie (aged live)- ! ain’t
old is he?

good in its principles and world-wide

no

I will show you, -John
tr#ut.”
went to a tank, and soon returned, hearing in his baud a tine trout
about eight inches in length. This Mr.
Blackford held, while he took a lead pencil and touched one of its eyes with the
point. The trout wriggled about vigorously, and at the same time drew ail inside yellow curtain over the eye.
“You see, he can close his eyes if he
chooses,” said the former flsh commissioner.
“The habits of flsh are little known
in many respects. We have only begun
to study their migrations in a way that
promises to lead to anything. We have
captured some thousands of cod and
mackerel and put metal tags on their tins.
Some of these will be caught in nets far
north and south, and as they have the address of the United States fisheries commission on them, that will give us an idea
where the untold millions of flsh that race
along our shores at certain periods spend
other parts of their year.”—Harper's

bring

HnnH’fi
I IUUU b pillc
I'll lb

BANGOR TO

great that she fainted, dropping a lighted lamp she was carrying.
She whs fatally burned.
voice

Rev. Mr. Stevens and Grand Guard Rideout, of Calais, each of whom plainly
for

The shock

returned.

own

showed that Good

V.

Portland.
Boston.

barely make herself heard in a whisper.
One night last week her voice suddenly

experiences in temperance
work, illustrating the difficulty of liquor
law enforcement. Home w itty and pointed
anecdotes aided a clear expression of opposing obstacles. He was followed by

of

Hood’s

Voice;
Mrs. Nellie Jones, of Edes Falls, Hged
sixty-two years, lost tier life Ust week
under peculiar circumstances. Mjs. Jones
lost her voice three years ago, and could

Clarence Moore on behalf of Hancock district lodge, all eloquent and cordial in
greetings, sound and sincere in temper-

on my lungs.
I
cough and kept growing worse
My husband was paying
great deal of money for medicine,

Is the One True Blood Purifier.

M. P.

I*.

..

to

a

M.

......

it. Before I had finished the first bottle
I saw that I was growing stronger and
my cough was looser. After taking two
bottles my cough was gone. I continued
taking Hood’s and I am now in better
health than I have been for years.” Maby
A. Smith, LaGrange, Maine.

of

the road.

local

A.

but

but I continued to grow weaker every

yet been driven
the eastern

Abandoned

cold settled

severe

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR HARBOR.
10 30
Sorrento.
Sullivan
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 If.
loo
1 10
Waukeag, S. Fy. 11 23
Hancock.
11 2*1
1 20
Franklin Road.
11 3*
1 40
Wash’gtonCo Jc. til 47
2 (»5
ells Worth
n 53
2 30
Ellsworth Falls. til 58
2 40
^‘eolln. +12 12
f3 00
Gi
Lake. tl2 22
3 20
Lak. House. 112 31
13 35
Mill. f3 40
Eger>
Holden.
3 50
f 1*2 38
Brewer Ju
12 58
4 20
1 05
4 30
Bangor, Ex.st.
1 10
4 55
BANGOR, M.C.

day, and in the winter of 1895 I gave up
all hopes of ever getting better. After
this I read of people gaining strength by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and my husband advised me to try this medicine. 1
purchased three bottles and began taking

western divisions of the line are still
separated by a few miles where the iron
is not down.
The first of November is

water,

their eyes w ide open.
I have seen
do it often.
I have many tish in

tanks
in

of

members

out

BAR

—

Thursday, Oct 13.

This

and

the

11A

Commencing Oct. «% 1808,

Lungs and
Serious Cough
Hope

Sarsaparilla Cured.

work is well advanced

appearance of the yard.
The last spike has not
in the main line, and

well

tinued fine until after the close.
Grand Lodge Deputy Levi Lurvey and
District Chief Templar Clarence Moore
used their utmost endeavors to make the
affair a success, in which they were ably
assisted

Hood’s

Junction things begin to put
the appearance of a train yard. The
round-house is assuming shape, and

Steamboat*.

anb

Maine Central Railroad.

the

on

Recovery

of

Washington county passenger and freight cars already fill several
tracks, and add to the business-like

at the

Settled

Caused a

have

turntable.

represented as
had been hoped for, probably owing to
the unfavorable weather on the opening
morning, which, however, cleared away
in the latter part of the day and conwere

to

move

Cold

ftaflroab*

r

Growing Stronger

Out at the

Fellows’ hall, a capacious and handsome
room, of Itself an inspiration to brotherly
love. The public meetings were held on

Wednesday

Beginning

on

Sleep?

illegal transportation than would have
been the sending of the same birds in
one of his
delivery teams to a customer
in Bangor.
ftour.cl Table.
Battleships Off for Manila.
The battleships “Iowa” and ‘‘Oregon”
sailed from New York last Wednesday
for Manila by way of the Straits of

working

to Pack
Outfits.
The Washington oounty railroad is fast
nearing completion, and contractors are
already beginning to pack their outfits
are

their

the time.”

ticular occasions.
NEW

The

Contractors

own, the

“Do fishes sleep—and how?”
question was addressed to Eugene
J G. Blackford, formerly fish commissioner
of New York state.
His acquaintance

TIIK ASSIGNED LIST.
is the li*<t of

in

the work.

j

Following

patience

exercised unbounded tact and

Harbor; Henry Boynton, West Sullivan;
Bedford K. Tracy, Winter Harbor; Seth ;
T. Campbell, Island Falls; C. M. Walker,
Hockland.

at Southwest
Harbor.
Southwest Harbor, Oct. 17 (special)—
Oceanic ho lodge of Good Templars appreciated the distinguished favor accorded, when the grand lodge of Maine signified the acceptance of an invitation to
hold its October session with this subordinate branch of the order.

by
thej
to discriminate lodge. Appreciation of these efforts was
land is a wooden bridge of 900 feet over
the
officers
of the
would be invidious. The humorous parts, warmly expressed by
which the track is laid; after a run of less
of course, caused roars of laughter.
grand lodge.
than half a mile along the latterf.island
On Wednesday evening the public
The dancing of Miriam and her maids
the narrow channel is reached and over
were
was so
well received that they
meeting was led in a graceful and able this is a
second wooden bridge off 700
obliged to repeat the act. Jenny Lind manner by Mrs. E. G. Munson, of Lewis- feet
connecting the low sandy bar at
and Minnehaha sang their parts, and
ton, superintendent of Juvenile TemPleasant Point, Indian village, Perry. At
both were encored. Camilla Urso played plars. The meeting opened with singing
high tide this bar is separated from the
the violin. An encore was loudly called
by choir, scripture reading and prayer by
village, and over the low land is a third
for, but the performer only bowed her Kev. G. H. Hefflon, address by Kev. E. V. bridge also 700 feet
long. It was at both
Stevens, of Oakland, grand counselor,
acknowledgments.
ends of this bar that the washout ocThe climax was reached when Queen followed by election of officers, reading
curred. One section of about sixty feet
Isabella appeared in court dress, attended of records and brief speeches by Capt. J.
was washed away, and at the other end
E.
W.
P.
G.
S.
Rev.
in
an
and
Webber,
T.;
Mayo,
when,
approby little pages,
forty feet of sand.
and
Grant
H.
Hefflon
Grand
Chief
Rev.
G.
priate address, the presiding goddess
a
Mrs.
Munson
added
few
The Rogers.
awarded her the coveted crown.
A. S. Buzzell, formerly station agent of
words and repeated tiie juvenile pledge.
ceremony of crowning was a pretty
the Maine Central railroad in Kockland,
The constitution of the order was read by
scene, and was loudly applauded.
has been appointed general passenger and
The participants then slowly retired Counselor Stevens, and an invitation ex- ticket
agent of the Washington county
tended to the audience to take the pledge.
from the stage, and the entertainment
railroad.
An
nt prcut n ir urwiul mpptinir
frpfi
was over.
Following is a list of the parIn the supreme court at B mgor Friday
to the public iu the hall on Thursday
ticipants :
morning at 8, at which the school morning the verdict in the case of Kelly
Guards
vs. Keneflck was read.
The jury found
children with their teachers, Miss Lord
I)r. Harry W. Haynes, John A. Stuart,
for plaintiff, for |252.2o, the full amount
and Miss Heath were present. Juvenile
Dyer, W. W. Morrison.
Trumpeter.Grace King work was the principal topic discussed. sued for. Chamau & Worcester were
Pages
Mrs. Munson extended an invitation (or
attorneys for Kelley; Hale & Hamlin
Louise Kppes, Louise Dutton, Lena Foster, as
for defendant. Motion for new trial iiRs
many as possible to meet her on SaturFrances Jordan.
been tiled.
day afternoon for Temple instruction.
Goddess.Miss Eva Aiken
On Thursday evening, the Good TemThe American express company will, at
Attendants of Goddess
plars’ rally was even more enthusiastic ttie opening of the railroad, have oliices
Misses Georgle Foster, Estelle Morris, Haron
t
lie
and spirited than
preceding night, at every station along the line. Arrangeriet Hollins, Daisy Stratton.
under direction of G. L. Deputy Levi
.Hazel Knowltnn
Little Maid.
ments are perfected for ttie establishment
Sappho.Isabel Hall Lurvey. Excellent music by the choir of agencies, nnd when the tirst
public
Cleopatra.lulla Wyman and prayer by the Methodist pastor, Mr. train
goes over tlie new road, ttie express
Mlrlant.Helen Hale Anderson, were followed by welcoming
company will be ready to do business Ht
Maids
speeches by Capt. J. H. Mayo on behalf of
town and city on the line.
Molly Shute, Leonlce Foster, Bessie Joy, Hel- ttie town and community, of Merle Tracy every
en Davis.
Ocean Echo lodge, Chief
representing
l.ost Her Life.
Xantlppe.Mrs. Harry W. Haynes
Found Her

respect for the memory of Mrs. Sarah
n

con-

a speech approrepresented, and
assigned.

pleasant evening’s
part was well taken;

term.

ciriN

by

entertainment.

of in other ways that obviate a trial.
The grand jury was excused for the

In

to the character

the

One

after it retiriug to a seat
The preat, the grave, the gay, the humorous and the ludicrous, in turn made
tneir plea—altogether making a most

liquor indictments, two for breaking and
entering,two for larceny, one for criminal assault, one for assault and battery,
and oue for publishing obscene picturea.
No criminal trials are expected, either
on the indictments, or on appealed cases.
The plea of guilty will be entered iu several cases, and others have been disposed

Court then adjourned
morning, Judge Emery
following record:

flashing

hue and

spears, made their
A
their stations.

—

Messenger—Leo

after 8 o’clock four

Meeting of Grand Lodge

[

Scbcrtismunts.

THE •’SHORE LINE.

GOOD TEMPLARS.

Successful Entertainment by Congregational Church People.
The local entertainment
given last

CIVIL BUSINESS OF TERM TAKEN

CASES

FAME.”

OF

“THE CROWN

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT.

and

UNDERTAKER.

FALL SCll KDI’LE.
Steamers '‘Catherine”, Capt. o. A. Crockett*
will leave Ellsworth every Monday ami Wednesday, at 6 HO a m, Surrv at 7 a in, for Bluehlll.
♦Parker’s Point, ‘South Bluehlll, Brooklin,
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Castlne, Dark
Harbor (Islesborof, arriving In Rockland to
make close connections for Boston direct.
RETURNING
Will leave Rockland at 5 a in, or on arrival of
Boston boats every Tuesday and Saturday
mornings, touching at above landings, arriving
in Ellsworth early in the afternoon.
Will leave Rockland every Thursday at 5 a m,
for BluehiU touching all landings, arriving in
Bluehlll at about 10 30. Will leave Bluehlll at II
a m, touching all landings, arriving in Rockland
to connect with Boston boat for Boston direct.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
G. W. RIGGINS,
Agent, Ellsworth.
♦Flag landing.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Stevens & Drummey’s stable.

V t
f H

P

buy

HA

l tI|
I • tJ I/

a

BICYCLE.

Guaranteed
Wo have other

new

grades at higher prices.

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing of
ELI.SV. Cr.TH
Fbankun St-

all sorts.

BICYCLE CO.,
Eiaowobib,

j

The American ha» subscribers at l<>

of

the 116

in Hancock

poet-offices

county

»

aU the other papera in the county com
bined do not reach so many. The Ameh

^

ICAN is not the only paper printed i *
Hancock county, and has never claimed t 5

^

COUNTY NEWS.
County

additional

for

Xrtrn

nee

Southwest Harbor this season, returned
home

other payee.

week and remains

COUNTY NEWS.

so

9V»» additional

Morrison pronounces th^disease inof the bowels.
Oct. 10.
R.

flammation

OwmtUI*.
mackerel

Small

ill last

very

Dr.

plenty

still

are

in the

weirs here.

Ralph Buckminster

came

from Bar Har-

be, but it ia the only paper that can prop | bor Monday.
Arthur Damon left
for
erly be called a County paper; all th e
The circula
rest are merely local papera.
Ipswich Monday.
tion of The American, barring the Ba I
Fred Colomy has moved
Harbor Record'* summer list, is large
South Bluehill.

Quite

West Franklin.

The schools closed Friday for
vacation.

in

his home

SouthVMt

Carrie Coombs

week

a

*

I

j

iu at home for

few

a

a

County A’fici

Sbbrrtiitmcnts.

other jhiget

tee

teachers from thi .
town will attend the educational meetin *
at Bar Harbor.

honest neighbor, and his wife and chilnity
dren a good and loving husband ami father.
Resolved, That we extend to his family our
heartfelt sympathy, and assure them that their
loved one Is not lost to them, for what Is ours
once
ours forever.
an

Miss Sarah Bragdon, of Northeast Harwas the guest of Mrs. D. M. Murch

list week.

Dorcum
to

recently

enjoyed

his former

home

a

in

Frankfort.

So

sorrowing hearts, who humbly in darkness
ami all

W. P. Goodwin and Orvill D.
to Ellsworth Tuesday to

Gordon

went

missing the dear lost presence and the joy
of a v nnlrdied day.
Be comforted wiih this message that our own

serve on

are lurever our
an

acci-

to

come

it never

*

His patron knows,
and everybody knows

that this

can

|

the

!

most

j

that expert

delicious

procure.

can

here.

Oct. 18.

It’s

Bar

Chase & Sanborn’s

1

to.

resolutions.

are

holding revival meetings

at

ihe

school-house.
!

Mrs. Bloomfield Higgins Hiid daughter
Myra Augusta have gone to Springfield,
Mass., to visit Mrs. Higgins’son, Winfield

Higgins.

tful.
Oct. 10.

Edgar

________

Lord has been confined to
the house by illness.
Silas

1.

Elliugwood,

i

Catarrh In the head is cured by Hood's Stir,
saparllla which eradicate* from the blood ‘be
-crofulou* taints that cause it, soothing and rebuilding the delicate and dima-eil tissues.

who has been ill with

typhoid fever, i» convalescent.
J. E. Clark is building an addition to J.
Pier pout Edwards' place at Hull’s Cove.

reason.

Hodgkins

Asa

Schoolhou^e
Morris.

I
;

Milton

will

hill

W.

build

house

a

Frances

for

Stratton

has

fourth

a

has

of land

acres

Hood’s

are

the

Sarsaparilla.

only pills

take with
Cure all liver ills
.4dr/.
to

—

rented

the

Oct. 9.
_

has

been

his

father

company
and his pMt lf-nct hikI
the

finny

Let

him

I

ribe

sr»*

on

his

success

large

of

ever

something

tew

so

words,

sound

Taylor,

but

Went

T re

Spray.
moil

t.

*

Morris Thurston and wife

are

visiting

here.
W. B.

Robbins lias returned from

Eugene Thurston
fall from his wheel

ing away to

a

who

was

hurt

by

|

was

land ami Bar

to

the

Harbor teams will

A

two weeks ago, is go-

hospital.

Oct.

about

Charles P. Lunt with her mother,

The lon^:-.- y >u sift the less you
There is no economy in
using a coal stove in summer, no
matter how careful you are.
A
modern
save.

ork

place

Huuidng

now

improving.

Daniel Foster and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are

visiting

here.

Minot Sargent, of Haverhill, Mass., is
visiting his brother, J. W. Sargent.
There

was a

day evening.

Bunker’s hall Frigood time reported.

dance at
A

Edward Fenton, wife and two children,
of East Sullivan, visited A. F. Hooper

•

STOVE CASOLINE
is the most economical fuel yoi
burn, because there is n
waste to it.
It is the cleanest fue
you can burn because there are n
ashes. Therefore no dust or dirt
If you want to know what res
comfort is, get a Vapor Stove.
can

for

i
I
W

Z
#

Z
Z

Miss Ernestine Rich left this morning
for Farmington, N. H., where she will
spend the winter with her sister.
Oct. 10.
M. S.

Z

_8.

j

Z

Saturday and Sunday.
Miss Ethyl Hooper has been spending
a few days with Mrs. Fred
Hamilton, at
Prospect Harbor.

Cranberry

?

;

not

chewing

if

W

A

I»]e*.

Mrs. Asenath M. Spurling continues
very ill. Drs. Sawyer and Hayward pronounce the disease ulcers in the stomach.
Miss Lena Spurling, who has been at

with

x

•

Z

but ignorance of BATTLE AX is
your misfortune—not a crime—and
the only penalty is your loss in quan-

tity well as quality when you buy
any other kind of Chewing Tobacco.
as

Pemember the name
you buy again,

I^JMvhen

Z
Z

x

Z
Z
Z
i

Rev. J. F. Haley, principal of Buckaport
aemitiary, vialled here Saturday and Sunday, preaching at Sionington in the fore-

lie also
noon, and here in the afternoon,
attended t tie c aaa and social meeting*
and

meet

Sunday evenings.
him

again,

were

Penobscot.
stable for

a

Solon

making quite exteusive

Staple* haa hia

new

bouse

near-

for occupancy.

Ernest Perkins and Fred Mitchell have
on a bunting trip down in Washington county.

Joseph Hutching*, of Morse’* Cove, has
family into the house formerly
occupied by Fred Beale. The latter having moved to Buckaport leaves tiiia place
moved his

w

ir hour

a

barber.

Oct. 17.

Climax.

2lMjrrtisrmcii!B.

l
these ill-lie- juu

CARTERS

mate

ies,
>ntcm

ITTLE

plate.

IIVER

| PILLS

.jullt.

on

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

hung.

door;

Who Haw Used fhem
Recommend as tho BEST
SB. KINO’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
Used for year* by leading specialist*.
moolal*. Atrial will convince you oftheir intrinsic value
in case of
suppression. Setd ten cent* for sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail $1 JO box.

___

17._M.
Baptist chapel
20.

on

Thursday

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.
1LHUICO
AniFQ

before,

harvest Bupper and sale will be held

iug, Oct.

All

as

been

When five years have paet,
(And the years go fast)
We shall hope to meet you here,
And in place of this tin,
Which will be worn thin,
We will bring you crystal clear.

at the

care

here,

Titan you both have shared

A

Roland

John Dunbar, who haa been visiting bis
sinter, Mra. K. M. l^eacb, baa returned to
New York.

Now here is my hand
In betialf of the band
Who have gathered within your
May you*have no less
Of happiness

Oct.

Friday

home

yachting.

arrived liila week, and haa the
yacht here for the winter.

ly ready

But retire before
You count the names o'er
Like beads on a rosary strung,
Or they'll haunt your dreams
Till the morning gleams.
When you’ll wish we*had all been

Ignorance of the Law is no excuse, Z

arrived

season’*

addition* to Ilia house.

it api^mr
The names you hold dear.
Of brethren, neighbors and kin,
>ome time read them ail
And you will recall
This tenth anniversary of tin.

9

Ida

At thi- time of \ear
Cold weather draw* near,
Mil though you may say w hat you wilt.
You cannot refuse

For

RaJtleAKfcl
PLUG
|
"He don't chew Battle Ax, yer Honor.*

Ikn

Ueorge Powera
from

E. J. Snow ia
^

Iriciidly good will.

see

|«|p.

»•

Charles

The gilt- that wo choose
To present in the form of a

L.

C. L. Bunker has been ill, but is

over

of numcruu-eream

Arrested

» *•

K. U. Hatch i* in quite poor health.
A son ttR- born to Mr. hiii! Mra. Ueorge
D*vis Sunday, Oct. 9.
Mr*.

P. (iray ia building
Peleraon.

of them falls.

Now, good wife,

road.

CSouldaboro.

Mrs.

house.

It yen dealer ioea net set! Vapor Rtotp
And Htove {insoum*, writ* to tb* biaadar
Company, New York City.

Highbrook

on

one

a

S.

pails

•lur-t a word in your eur.
No e\cu-c ran ;• mi offer your
For neglecting supplies

I

supper at the Methodist
Oct. 26. The
proceeds will go for a bell.
The “Mildred Msy”, Capt. Condon, has
arrived from Portland with freight for
Kninbow grange and Biuehill.
Oct. 15.
C.

SoiiiIi

Tom Heed may he great.
Hut 'tin -urc an fate
That lo re in a "grater” than he.
Kegnrdlew* ol name
And political fame
On that I am sure all agree.

I

at

Mre.^lary Southard is very ill.
Colon Bunker and wife spent last week
at Bass Harbor.

VAPOR
STOVE

Oli

painters

to-night;

••

the outside of

on

Oct. 17.
Soutli

will reduce your fuel bill, lesse
your labor. You can do anythin
on a Vapor Stove that
you can d
on any other stove, and do it be
ter.
It i:iake9 no dirt, is alway
ready, and never over-heats th

of

There will be

chapel Wednesday evening,

he made many
frieuda during the year* that be aerved as
presiding elder of tiiia district.
Oct. 14.
Ego.

If you should receive
A niea.-ure, Ik*I|c\
In vain you would try it to till
So lull of auahi
An when it was brought

off

J. M. Sears’ house,
one at “Certield", Mrs. Bowler’s
place at
Duck brook, and another at Mrs. Leed’s
w

;

a crew

Schooner Mabel”, Capt. Gray, lias arrived here from Bangor with the lumber
for J. L. Tapley’s house.

glad to

So if each got si friend
Will hut condescend
To bring a tin dish to you.
The pautry shelves
Will find themselves
Array ed in something new.

t)

*75,000.

trip.

Saturday

WKODINU.

For dishes wear out,
And there is no doubt
That basins amt cans and
Soon get defaced.
And must Ik* replaced
Whenever

B. Carpenter, of New York
city, has purchased through E. B. Mears
the acres of the Lyon estate on Edeu
street, including the stone house. The I
whs

conwere

Hut whoever the man
That Invented the plan.
He was certainly very bright.

Mrs. Miles

F. D. Foster has

TIN

Of the origin
< if a
wedding, tin,
1 wish I could tell you

a

Tuesday.

price

refreshments

music;

Appropriate remarks were made
by Rev. Mr. Olds and a poem was read by
Mrs. Mayo w bich is given here.

Rock-

come

Sargent, of Sargentville.
evening was jrnssed in pleasant

versation and

his

have

names were

served.

his house and lot

match which

120

Presiding Elder D*y punched in the
Methodist dispel Thursday evening.
Capt. A F. Kells ha? returned from New
York, where lie has been on a business

of hia

The

son was

Mrs.

which

to

Daniel Howard has been quite ill, but
Is slowly recovering.

Addison

born to Mr. and Mrs. Willard
2, and s daughter to Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Lunt, Sept. 29.
A

Rich,

on

home

tlrouknvllli*

South

Small

purchased one and
on Way man lane

played Saturday bet ween

nearly every article

embraced

circle

Jordan, of Bath, has
atop with her mother,
Mrs. Emily Wilbur, during the winter.
Oct. 10.
B.

embroidered.
There were present from out of town:
Miss Hattie Sargent, of Portland, Mr. and
Mrs. James Byard, Miss Spooner, and

the

The football

gifts

itapti-t

determiner! will

po w cT.
Oct. 17.

has purGeorge Higgins lot on Hancock street of James T. Woodward.

been

progress of all that tends to

Hannah

moved

their friends

and entertain with

shipment.

Mrs.

a

asleep

Philadelphia.
W. Bergner, of Philadelphia,

C.

Grindle,

“given
hospitality”,
that cordiality which makes every one
welcome.
They are ever ready to aid in
any good work, and are interested in the

of

chased

for

pail, presented to l lie doctor by H. W.
Sargent, of Sargentville, to which the
following direction was attached:

remarkable.

E. L. Clow in having large quantities
of staves lisuled from his mill to Franklin

invitation

gathered at
their home Thursday evening, Oct. 13, to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of their
The doctor and his wife are
marriage.

Desert street to Dr. J. Madison

Mount

number of

The

fishing trips,
in hookiug

J. K. Butler is having his house painted
inside and outside by Ed. Newman, of
Winter Harbor.

WEDDING.

in tlie line of tinware that could benamed.
Much amusement was caused byadinuer-

ac-

J. D. Crlmmin and wife have gone to
to visit their daughter, Mrs.
Howard Ball.

Eagle Island

Blushtli.

"To be used nt \ intuits, winter of 1W9.
in the
Hep
early dawn, the call from his fat her of ulate vour dinners bv thin measure »mi vou
will
iioi
a
i
require physician.”
“Ralph, if you want I
go fishing, stir
around lively ”, will bring him out fully
Among other presents whs r pretty picHe is a | ture; also hii Hutograpn quilt made in the
rigged in less than two minutes.

boy

he

ready to

always

Mrs. Etta C rlmmin made a brief visit to
in Massachusetts recently.
There was a husking bee at Washington Abbott’s Thursday evening.
Good
time!

attend the teachers' institute.
Th«
party will Include Misses Harriet Beoson,
Ida Norwood, Gertrude Rumill, Myrs
Powers, Zulma Lunt, Mrs. Phcube Gray,
R. M. Rumill and Superintendent L. W.
Rumill.
Oct. 17.
Thklma.
TIN

other pages.

$ee

her sister

to

response to a general
given by Hr. and Mrs. R. P.

County News

•Castbrook.

L. Norwood, of Baas Harbor, will driv«
party of school teachers to Bar Harboi

In

ton

COUNTY NEWS.

Schooner “Hyena”, Capt. Robert Dix,
arrived here loaded with coal for Red
Beach.
a

1

CONb

*<•«.!

g>

fbr additional

Thklma.

sion.

smartest

j

CO..

4. a. WILLIAMS
•UirONWDT.

in bis vessel to Calais.

welfare and

little fishermen
hHiling from tiiis section is seven-yearold Ralph Mayo, who since
his fifth
One of

TM
blilM

Cl UCC

“-F
Mrs. L. M. Lunt, hss returned borne fron
• trip with her husband,
Cept. C. P. Lunt

“Dev list one", formerly owned by J. T.
Woodward, has been sold to Mrs. Thomas
Scoit, of Philadelphia.
Nathan Ash has sold

purposes

*

that skill can

of the Crow estate.

on

cleaningf*lfl

^

on

__

Hagerthy.
John S. Kennedy

Hood's Pills

tor

Isabel

liniidfi
!

M.

pay for the washing powder and not for the soap.
/vorine is the finest article

“Leonidas”, difficulty in get- j benefit the town, and it was with sincere
ting stamps and in mailing letters being congratulations and friendliness that so
the principal reason for his long silence.
many met together on this pleasant occa-

Mrs

is doui

O.

You

to

j

Powder.

Washing

board the

birthday

Eden.

Clarke

Hart>oi.

Mrs.

Seal Brand Coffee,
that’s the

Committee

letter received last week by his aunt,
all will be glad to learn that he was then
in good health and expecting
to
be
ordered to home stations very soon. The
letter was dated at Guantanamo bay, on

where she joined her husband.
| Mrs. Julia Lord and little daughter Bangor,
Leighton Carpenter, who has been em- ! Hazel are stopping with Mrs. Lord’s paCapt. E. 11. Tinker, schooner “Chromo”,
ployed by Crabtree & Havey for twenty- | rents, Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Thomas. Mr. arrived Irum Franklin, loaded with slaves
five years.
Thomas is seriously ill, and his recovery for Rondout.

Coffee j

buyers

Carter,

Rev. Mr. Allen gave an excellent temperance lecture Sunday evening, Oct. 9.
Missionaries A.
Reitneour and J. T

William
Carpenter is employed as
blacksmith for Hooper A Havey. He has
served as apprentice under his father,

j

and

I’.

Rev. K. S. Drew
.1. II. llOOi'EK,

Richardson, of Happytown, is visiting iter daughter, Mrs. Nellie Uutt.

Tuesday*.

and

contains

best,

purest,

ever seen

Mrs. Sara S. Abbott, Josie Bunker, Cora
M. Gordon, I^ettie Taylor, B. Larrabee, H.
D. Gordon and others, attended the teachers' convention at Bar Harbor Monday

gift, He lakes

Mrs.

Prof. Harrington gave a sleight of hand
performance at Blake's hall Wednesday
evening. It was one of the best shows of
its class

own,
the precious

gave

a\va>
o.

Cora M. Gordon is home from Franklin, 5
where she has been teaching. She will
West
return after a week's vacation.

knows,

v»od, who

And

Mattocks who met with
dent while at Calais, was able
home Friday.
Aben

l ie

one

a

Sit

jury.

the

j

; v—i Ivori ne

bor,

Edward

Things in One l

We put a cake of pure white Civ-!l
I
I cerine Soap in every package of

i

Jennie Hersey has gone to Petr
broke tr» spend a few weeks.
Her hut
Mrs.

| band has found employment there for th
days from Seal Harbor.
winter.
his family to
Frank Bradbury has received an order |
Addington Ralph left for. Boston la?
for a cargo of Boston curbing.
j
than that of all the other papera printei *
i week to take a course of study in optici
Mrs. Ellen Lane has had a store-house
;
L.
C.
and VV. E. Bragdon have received
n Hancock county.
thus adding this important branch to hi
a car load of flour from the west.
j built near her house.
jewelry business.
|
Carter and wife, of Rock port,
George
Hln-li Harbor.
There
is
talk
of
bars
j
here
making spool
Mrs. A. |C. Norwood has recently re
J were in town last week.
N. Stevens is finishing his stable.
this winter if a contract can be obtained.
turned from Bath, where she has speu
J. Hatch and wife arrived Thursday
Miss Grace Bunker, of Sorrento, is atThe children of Thomas Goodwin and { some weeks
with her husband, wbos
from South Chelmsford, Mass.
Fred Billings, who have been seriously
tending school here.
vessel, the “Belle O'Neil”, was in poi i
Eben Hutchinson
has purchased the ill, are improving.
F. L. Temple has been making improvethere.
Tyler place, and w ill move in soon.
ments on his dwelling.
Mrs. Viola McCartney arrived here j
Miss Elvie Lurvey, of Waltham, Mass,
Joseph Greenlaw is furnishing his new Tuesday morning, called borne by the who has been in
Mrs. Charles Lamson and daughter, ol
failing health for sonii ;
home, and will move in, in a few weeks.
death of her father.
Ellsw orth, w ho have been visiting here
! time, after spending some weeks wit]
returned home Saturday.
J. P. Gordon is making repairs on his relatives here, has gone to stay with he ;
Capt. George Hatch has been here the
j
J. Fred Temple, who has been ill for last week in his yacht, on a gunning trip. mill here. A new building has been built sister, Mrs. Eldora Higgins, of Eden.
Seth & C. H. S. Webb shipped 500 cases on the mill property for storing wood.
months, is now able to walk out.
Galen H. Young, the retiring deputy
Ransom B. Orcutt died at bis home at collector for this port, left here with hi (
Frank Collins and Charles Nye, of Bos- of clams on steamer “Stella Pickert" WedBeechlaud suddenly of pneumonia, Oct. family for a w inter in New York.
ton, are spending a couple of weeks here nesday.
Mr
Miss McDaniel and friend, of New York, 9. Mr. Orcutt was born May 26,1826, and Young, always genial aud obliging, wil
gnnning.
was
a
resident
of
10.
Franklin.
He
be
Oct.
C.
who have been stopping at t heir cottage
lifelong
greatly missed, especially in the South
married Miss
the past summer, left for their homes
Mary Woodworth who west Harbor band, having devoted him
West Hancock.
survives
him.
Five
children
were born
seif heartily to its interests since its orMonday.
Mrs. Israel Durgan is visiting her sister
to them, three of whorn are living.
Fu- ganization. Mrs. Young’s parents, Mr
Schooner
at Sullivan.
yacht “Frolic,” Herbert
neral services were held at the Baptist and Mra. Hamilton, have moved tbeii
Mrs. Maud Googins is visiting her sis- White, of Boston, owner, was in the har- church
Wednesday, Rev. H. F. Day household goods back to Bar Harbor.
bor Wednesday.
ter in Franklin.
officiating.
Tbe literary club held its first meeting
Miss
Clara
Webb
is
with
her
stopping
J. Melvin Mllliken has been visiting
Oct. 15.
Ch’b’er.
of ttie season at the office of Dr. J. D
Mrs.
Lenora
at
sister,
Noyes,
Stonington,
relatives in Springfield.
•e«lgwlck.
Phillips, Tuesday evening, Oct. 11. Al
for a few weeks.
Sanford Springer, of Trenton, has been
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
interesting discussion of “The Mill oe
Capt. Thaddeus Gross and son stocked
a guest at George B. Bridges’.
At a stated meeting of
Eggemoggin tbe Floss”, brought out many and divers*
$J3 last week catching lobsters. This is
Oct. 17.
Sumac.
lodge. No. 128, F. and A. M., held Oct. 10, opinions as to the relative merits of the
the largest week's fishing for one boat
the following preamble and resolutions work. An excellent list of questions prefor a great many years.
known
afibcrtignnenta.
were adopted:
pared by tbe stauding committee, Rev
Oct. 8.
Eugene.
O. H. Heffion, gives plenty of food foi
Whereas, The Supreme Grand Master, hav
Went Sullivan.
Ing exercised his will and power in removing debate. “Enoch Arden” will be pulled
from thin to the celestial lodge above our es
Mrs. Mattie Goodwin ia seriously ill.
to pieces at the next session.
teemed brother, Nathaniel Grindle, therefore U
As much anxiety has been felt by the
Mrs. Edith Murphy is keeping house
u
friends aud relatives of one of our navy !
for Addie Havey.
Resolved, That In the death of Bro. Grlndle
W. P. Goodwin is building a large hen- the lodge has lost an honored member, the boys, Roy Savage, who had not been
heard from since July, previous to tbe
church a good and loved memlter, the communery, the only one in West Sullivan.

pleasant visit

Two Good

Kartmr.

delegation of

even-

KINS MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

rill gavi’o Adapted

vUdilvii S

or

to any business

profession, ruled, with

Contract and

ESMSrf'jn

throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data
Tlor’ni'll 14 »“d re,er quickly to any

Ol'flPI1

physician tells me that if a
name and save time and
steadily he never worries. money. 6,000 used aud recorded. All kiuds of
records
on hand or made to order.
labor*sav1ng
Biggs—Pshaw! It’s working steadily that
WALTER W. GEORGE, Publisher,
Diggs

man

-A

works

worries

me.

150 Nassau

St., New York.

A WELCOME

which faced the road

Of ROSES.

were a woman

and

illegal iXotircs.

a

girl, the latter about fifteen years of age.
The rapidly whirling carriages might

3* mal

yottrcs.

fLrr;".

j To all

persons interested iti either of the es
STATE OF MAINF.
|
tales hereinafter uuimAI.
U‘»i! ilni’i Nolle of Sale of Lands of lte«.
A PLEASANT CHAP FUR IN THE not have noticed the humble figures, but At a probate court. In 1.1 at Ellsworth, in and ;
ident Owners.
for the county of Hun.oek, on the lourtli
just as they were dashing by the girl
day ot October, a. d. ixaa.
LATH WAIi,"
i Unpaid tuxes on lands situated in the tnwi%M
H.../
i.i iiic county of Hancock, lor th<
raised both her hands and motioned rj'HK following ri titers having I-.*- preJ| setited for Hie net ion tlierrupon hen-iiiThe drivers niu-r indicated, it ir9 hi tt'oy ordered that
for the carriages to stop.
REWKUB
AMKItll'ANS
Ti.d
HOW
'j
ing !?.->: of taxes on real i.daU
tice lhvrt--i be given
air persons inter* sled,
A
back
their
."idem i»a ners in"he town if Hanhorses
hauled
the
upon
CEIVED IN A POHTO RICAN MOUNby causing a copy of this order to be pub | cork, fur the year 1S97, committed to me fm
the doorwu.\ lishcd three wet-ks successively i:i the Ell.,
and out from
haunches,
...■ ini .-..e. loiv.i oil
thi- eighth iiuy oi
TAIN VILLAGE.
worth Aim-rie.-tn, a newspaper published hi
M;iv. !"remain"
unpaid; and notice if
tripped the blushing young Porto Rican E!i1-worth,
in said cout'*y, that they may up
itn ;h... if said taxes, interest and
brown
ha
mt> pear at a
1
of
her
maiden.
In
each
small
to
be
Hold at Ellsprobate court
charges are not previously paid, so much ol
From tin* Ni \v Yurk Sun
Hi day of H.her, a. d
ii"
m m
she* held great bouquets of roses, tftl amt
is is sufficient and uecesat tii of the clock in the forenoon, and hi
therefor, includsary
pay the amount dm
choicest
of
as
the
and
heard 'hereon it they see cause.
fragrant
ing inti "t iim^eha ires, will he sold at pubAdjuntas is a little village which fora white,
Ezra
Dual. ui, late of Penobscot, in s lid
lic a la
>» at town hall, in said
town, on the
greenhouse pets.
deceased
A
certain
hundred years almost, hu nestled quietly
instrument
conrity.
first
pur“Vivan los Americanos!” she piped, as porting to be the last will and testament of a. m. Monday of December, ln98. at 1* o’clock
in a peaceful basin in the C'ayey mountain she held one
di i-ca>i d. L
her wi.
petition Tor probouquet out to the forward i said
Amt of
bate t hereof, ami f.-r appiimmeut of Amelia
and
ta.x due
range, unknown to the world al large,
earriage, and repeating her salutation, ( Dunham, as administratrix with the will
Name of owner, description
inch! int
annexed
i.unitiir
named
in
said
(no
being
of
A digs.
entirely contented to lie unknow n. Sur- she tossed her other prize t<» the travellers will), presente.I !
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Emma J. Uuss, lute of stonington, in said
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( c
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Deasy A Higgins, former homestead
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of .John < arroll,
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Its people perchance have dreamed that loyalty. The nearer the approach to the
Graves. Warren, portion of homecon nty deceased.
Smiiiil account of Augussome day the Spanish lords who owned
stead.
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nature,
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James E, lot bought of Rufus
at public or private sale, certain real estate
Norton,
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deeds
the prospect of bloody
a-doing
rounded him, cheering, dancing, and still
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of said deceased, situated in said Orland.
Hodgkins portion of Graves lot,
indeed momentous.
Joseph Lymburner, late of Brooksville, in Robinson. John est, lot joining land
raining their roses. Elbowing his way said
of B F Gray on Lamoine road.
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deceased.
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by
They jallzed that the end of S[iani«li through the throng came Theodoro S. Lymburner, administratrix, for license to Staples, Mrs O S, former homestead
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misrule ..as at hand, and in their simple
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of
Figueroa,
Adjuntas. deceased, situated in said Brooksville.
(mayor]
Stevens, Hoyt, lot bought of H B
country »ay, like children of the fields With the smile of a dapper dancing master
Philli ps joining Ellsworth line,
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I
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and of the mountains, as they are, they and the
Petition
Stratton,
ors,
Warren, portion of former
Stonington,
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tiled
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P.
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for
Hutchinson, guardian,
by
welcomed the American invaders with a Hcnor
Figueroa raised aloft an American license to sell, at private sale, certain real es- Bewail, Sidney, Hancock Land Co,
u'lismih nnH
ikitiiiItinnpku far uurnflHHlnff
No 2,
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of
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in
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minors,
Stoningflag, which, he announced, had been made tou.
A, lot of land joining La•11 the pomp and ceremony that custom
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ei.
moineline,
by the women of the tow n. They begged
might hazard as essential for so impor- the American general to do them the Parker, minors, of Tremont, in said county. Walton A Hazlewood, Hancock Land
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Petition tiled by Ada E. Parker, guardian, for
Co, plan 139,
tant an event. There was no blare of
license to sell, at private sale, certain real esMcKenzie, Colon, jr., lot known as
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tate of said minors, situated in said Tremont.
Reynolds lot,
bands, no sycophantic protestation of loy- granted with great zest and alacrity.
O. P. CUNN1NUHAM, Judge of said Court.
E. 8. Springer, Collector
alty to the supplanting flag.
The ceremony took place amid more A true copy of original order of court.
of taxes for the town of Hancock.
It was not a demonstration dictated by cheers at the town
Attest:—Chah. P. Dork, Register.
uctoner iz, ibvb.
hall, and Gen. Stone
fear of force, for the Americans w ere but a made a brief
and read Gen. Miles’s
STATE OF MAINE.
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COKLECTOH’S NOTICE OF SAKE.
handful whom a score of men might easily
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
proclamation as to the purposes of the
situated In the town of
Bdt they were glad that
have
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, Unpaid taxes onInlands
Americans in Porto Kico. This appeared
the county of Hancock for
Gouldshoro,
on the fourth day of October, in the year of
the vear 1897.
these big strangers, with their One, honest
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thousand
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Lord
hundred
and
eight
to please every one immensely, and they
following list of taxes on real estate of
faces, should come among them, and, to “vivad”, until the general had sought the ninety-eight.
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will
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last
testament of
privacy of a house and the few soldiers
lection for said town, on the 15th day of May,
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had scattered.
1897, remains unpaid; ami notice is hereby given
of Philadelphia, and Commonwealth of Pennthat if said taxes, Interest and charges are not
wealth of their flower gardens. History
sylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof
in said Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, duly previously paid, so much of the real estate
sometimes, and romance often, tell of the
Too late to cure a cold after consumption has
Authenticated, having b*en presented to the taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
inarch of conquering heroes along pa’ h- fastened Its
therefor, including interest and charges, will be
deadly grip on the lungs. Take Dr. judge of probate lor our said county of Han- sold hi public auction at the town house in said
cock, for the pm pose of being allowed, filed
ways strewn with roses and amid the loud Wood's Norway Pine Syrup while there Is time.
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acclaim of a grateful
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fact
no such scene
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A copy of the last will and testament of Rufus
passed in appropriateness or beauty that
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Pennreal
which was witnessed along the road to
ecriptloii of real
Philadelphia and Commonwealth of
estate.
acres. Value, estate.
sylvania. deceased, and of the probate
Adjuntas.
said Commonwealth of Pennthereof in
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island
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forty miles to tlie westward of San Juan.
Also a certain instrument purporting to be
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a copy ot the last will and testament and codIt is of itself of no importance strate1,500 2175
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icil thereto of Calvin Frost, late of Peekskill,
Frank, lot of
Ho'igkins,
gically, but owing to information which
U*t the public speak on the subject.
in the county of Westchester, and state of
land situated on eastern
reached the American lines to the effect
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thereof in said state of New York, duly an !
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judge
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inland in
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man’s bay,
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Ha nker lot near
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ney Pills.
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Winter Harbor stream,
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any tiu-v have, against the same.
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He took only a
bis w ire.
to prospect
Here is one case <»f the to.my we have:
A true copy of original order of court.
Point known as the l.canMr. John Chapman, of Spring street,
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huiiding?
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ami at
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known,
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Inin piled as follow
after that I could
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gage deed Dated the sixth day of October,
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Itlee, on math and wc-t
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a floor, a
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•I.v.mks A. IIii.l. Collector of taxes for
misery and at night I was annoyed w ith a
Hancock county, and State of
country about was beautiful, ami beau- urinary weakness which prevented me j Plaid, toinwit:
1
the town ot t.uuld-horo for the year 1897.
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Maine,
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by the north ball ot the A hi am
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Pretty homes appeared among the dark dollar trying
STATE OF MAINE.
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My wife saw an account Bowdt ii lot. onS the
W. by the t'uleb Bowden lot.
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ers lot, on the
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Pollecior's Notice and Advertisement
stretched out, and up into the hills cows gor papers w hich impressed her so that being a part of the same premises sold ami
sale of Land- of Nou-rrsiili'iit Owners.
to said grantor by (.'.
Homer, toconveyed
arrazed in the pastures.
Wealth appeared she went to \Viggill’s drug store and got a gether with the proper use ami occupation ot I'npaid t,i\e-on lands of non resident owners
box and insisted on me using them
I am
?itu:it> *i in tin town uf Lainoine, in the county
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it may be necessary
said premia
on all sides, and Spain's desire to hold this
nl Hancock, lor the year IS97.
glad that I did for they proved to be a ! for carrying on t he granite business, also the
I'll K tidlo-v tug list of taxes on real estate of
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I prefer them to anything lever; of wav to
By and by the hills came and the smooth good.
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trator of the estate of Albion P. Clement,
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the support of the poor, during the ensuing year, accessed, and given bonds as the law directs. law. directs. All persons having demands scription of property. Lot
Acres, tax.
All person^ having demands against the esand has made ample provision for their support
the estate of said deceased are desired Sticknev, George,
18 South range X
against
tate of said decease.are desired to present
$ Ot
and all
He therefore forbids all persona from furnishing
180
4 0.
the same for settlement, and «11 indebted to present the same for settlement,
5,8
Silsby, Mi.ton K,
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without thereto are requested
indebted thereto are requested to make payto
make
imof
Walter
G
Collector
payment
Riciiaki>80n,
written
Wyman.
his
Edw ard 13.
order, he will pay for no goods so
uicut immediately.
Abraham Bartlett.
mediately.
of
the
of
Aurora.
taxes
town
Hakuy 8. Jones.
furnished.
October 1, a. u.
October 4, a. d. 1898.
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TRY GRAIN-0!
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Pauper Notice.

rpHE

appointed

1,11

M
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,<

>ct’rcs.

NOTH 1. Oi SALE
r n paid 1»US"I! 'a ;:ds sif tilted in the t nun of
in
the
Sullivan,
county of Hancock, for ^fm
*

OK

vear 1897.

;

following lis*
r|Aflt!
1
of non-resident

land of Gee Hodgkins
heirs, cont 2 acres more
less.
Lot of land bought of
iSorosin, bounded north
and east by land of U A
Stiiiison, x.c.th bv county road, west by land of
Moses il.iwkiiis,
wn rd \V
I- -inb>!
of land at Sullivan Harbor, .No 2, sec 4. div A,
or

2

160

2

43

<>f t xes on real estate
owners in the town of
25
41
ki
E
Sullivan for ill. .*«
mrnitteri to me
1897,
f<>>- collection for said town on the 21st day of
April, 189", remains unpaid; and notice ihv reby g. veil that if said taxes, interest ami
acre
I'age plan, cont
1
more or less,
7>
charges are not previously paid, so much of
1.21
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the Groeiy. Everard H or uuamount due therefor, including interest and
kuown, lot of land
charges, will i.c so hi at pul.lie auction at the
bought «.i Edwin H Abbott and known us the
town house, in said town (the same being the
Tucker’s mountain lot,
place wheie the last preceding annual town
tout loo acres more or
meeting was held), on the lirst Monday <f
ss,
100
751
12 15
December, 1M9?, at 9 o’clock a. m.
Noyes, Frank I’, lot of
Tax on
-.UK)
at
K
.Sullivan
being
(
Names of ow ner.deseri p- No of
real
part of Nathanie. Noy.s
tion of real estate.
acres. Value, estate. I
nomestcad lying east
f
Ball. Henry B. lot of land
A
Noyes' on south
at Sullivan Harbor, lot
of county road, cunt
No 7. see 7, div A. on F
6
res mori
6
too
t 62
K
Page plan tiled in
bn,
undivided of
town clerk's office, coat
1
lot Oi
Ul I I •; Ini
$ 100 $ 1 62
acre,
3*
as Brugd
pond k,
Lot of land at Sullivan
>i 40 jie
polld lot.
!. div
Harbor, No 9.
more or U
46
25
40
A, Page plan, coul 2-5
*t
Tui is, K/rsi.
50
2-5
81
acre,
known as tin
Milton
Bunker. Marv K. lot of
Tufts meadow lot.
laud with buildings on
o;
..■!15 acres no
W
same
at
Vnl'i'-an
25
40
joEii,;.; 1... id ol S,; p. ter. 15
formerly 1 occupied by
Turnbull, Kudin \. ... ,.t
acre more or
tier, cont
laud at Suil van liar!
less,
100
6 48
Lots Nos and 6. div \
i.j
Braman, Dwight, lot of
sec 2. Page
plan, e<>nt
land known as the Mary
4-5 acre more or less.
1-5
i.rA
2 43
l,
Lynam wood lot.
Atwood
L.
Btnki i: « nllector of faxes
hounded north by land
of the town of mi., an for the v-a- *97.
owned
Reformerly
by
Sullivan. Oct. 11. 189k.
becca Conners and others,
south by land of
STATE Ol M VINE.
Helen Stevens and Dunbar Bros, west by land
Collector's Notice* and Ad\»*rl i-ement of
Watson E Whiteest.cont
Sale of Lands of Non-rcsidcni Owners.
10 acres more or less,
10
200
3 24 Unpaid taxes on lands of non-resident owners
Lot of land known as
situated In the town ml Bluehill, in the county
Stan Wilson lot, boundof Hancock, for the year 1897.
ed north by college laud,
following list of taxi on real estate of
f|AHE
east by land
formerly
X non resident owners, situated iu the town
of B F Urann, south by
of Bluehill, aforesaid, l«»r the year 1897, comland of Susan
mitted to me for collection for said town on the
Simpson
and others, west by land
first day of May, 1897, remains unpaid; and noof C P Simpson, with
tice Is hereby given that if said taxes wii.ii inof Swiss Chalet and outterest ami charges are not previously paid, so
cont
buildings thereon,
much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient
12 acres more or less,
12
900
14 58
and necessary to pay the amount due therefor,
Lot of land known as H
including interest and charges, will be sold
T Simpson lot, bounded
without further notice, at public auction, at
north by county road
town hall, In said town, on the first Monday of
and land of H M Austin,
December, 1898, at 9 o’clock a. m.
east by land formerly of
Name of owner, tlescrlpTax
B F Urann,south by tide
tion of property.
Acres. Value, due.
west
bv
waters,
county
road,
3L.
325
5 27
Bowden, Elisha R, or unLot of land bought of B
known, land on road to
F Urann, bounded on
25 $
26 $ 1 39
Penobscot, near town line,
north by land formerly
Brown, McAlister & Co, or
of C A Stimson. east by
unknown, land and quurry
land of Watson E White
ou Long Island, north by
land of George Grindle,
est,south by tide waters,
west by land formerly of
west by land of Allen HenH T Simpson estate
derson, south by Bluehill
Imv
punt
l*v
1a ml
of
with buildings thereon,
VIZ..
aooui
30
OW1R8
Stephen ItChatto,
1,000 16 4o
Ellsworth A East Bluehlll
('halet. all of Manor Inn
and all of Lodge, cont 23
Granite Co, or unknown,
acres more or less,
east by Bluehlll bay, south
23
49 25
3.040
Lot of land known as
anil west by Collins Granite
the York Hill lot bought
Co land, north by land of
of Ambrose Simpson,
C H Curtis,
28
500
8 70
bounded north by counEaton, Henry W, or unknown, Augustus Parker
ty road and land* of J F
10
150
3 31
lot,
Meynell, east by laud of
A
B
Eaton, Henry W, or unSimpson heirs,
south by tide waters,
known, Augustus Parker
west by land of Ambrose
4
200
4 08
pasture,
Simpson, cont 28 acres
Free!by, Adam est, or unmore or less,
20
100
2 54
28
840
13 61
known, wood lot,
Lot of land bought of
Gray, Porter L), or unknown,
John C Hill, bounded
500
113
,8 70
woodland,
north by land of John U
Gray, dob E. or unknown,
wood land,
25
2 16
75
Hill, east by land of E
II Cireely ami others,
Grlndle, .Jefferson E, or unsouth by county road
known, east part No 28,
and land of John U Hill,
ICO
2 54
53
range 37,
west by land of J V Hill
Hinckley, Marshall, or unand land formerly of the
known, land joining W S
late Sam'] I raun, with
400
84
7 16
Hinckley’s,
Lookout on same,cont 55
McNamu, .John B, or un1 77
50
acres more or less
.55
9
10 85
670
known, meadow,
Lot of land known as
McNanm, .John 15, or unthe Sam'I l'rutin place
200
4 09
15
known, Greene pasture,
with all buildings thereProctor A Curtis, or unon.
bounded north by
known, land on Long inlot No 117 o-wn plan,
land, east by Union livei
east
by land of I)
bay, south by .1 Holt lot,
^
Braman and J I’ Hill,
west by Dally lot, to.rib
south y liuc waters ot
by laud ul the .1 1’ Carter
1. mg 1
v
2 93
we.-t by land
92
125
est,
of A B Simpson heirs,
Stewart. Donald M. or unknown, Newell W ebber lot
excepting. Im occupied
anil ijuarry and ‘•Varnutn’’
by Clara B Preble, cont
58 acres more or less,
58
300
lot,
1,000 16 40
1,200 19 44
l,<*t of la nd a ; a rt ot -I H
Sprotil, H C, or unknown,
Stimsou lot.bouuded on
Augustus I’arki-r pathe nortti by land of J
2 54
t ure,
■_
100
W r.ann. east by land
Sullivan, J.t u's, or unkown,
of J S Eintrin r>.south
nonand
ol at Bluebill
6 39
lot
350
by land ot C A Stimsou,
Neck,
west by ! uni formerly
Truni'y, David e-t, or uuowned by Moses Hawknowi ,'ot
1 77
ear Toddy p'-nd,
50
50
■>•>
kins emit
acres more
Wan weiI, 1»illiam
<>r
or less.
20
land on Bucks
200
tin ,iiuw
3 24
Lot of land bought of
I"' t nut l joining PeuouMoses Hawkins, hound6 39
see t It in
350
73
ed north by county road,
Webnei, Albion. or uneast by land of Moses
known. Gideon < lay birni
Hawkins, south by tide
in “K1 igtlorn",
8 70
30
300
waters and lands vf Mrs
F. A
Davis, Collector
Isaac
Lawrence
and
of taxes ot the town of Bluebill.
others, west
by land
Bluehlll, <>et. s, Is98.
formerly »w ned by M rs
Mary A Smith, cont iu
STATE Ol MAINE.
a- res more or less.
to
750
12 15
Collider's Notice and Advertise!., nt of
t
land bought of
Lot
Moses Hawkins, boundSale of Lauds of Non-resident Owners.
ed north by land of J W
Unpaid tuxes on lands of tu t.-resident owners
I'rann, cast
by land
situated in the town of Dedham, in the
formerly ot J II Stimsou
county of Hancock, for the year 1897.
and land off \ St hiison,
t Blowing list of taxes on real estate
r|MlU
south by land of Moses
1
of
on-resident owner-, situated iu the
Hawkins and
county
town ol Dedham, ufortsaid. for the year 1897,
road, west by land of
eonunitte 1 to me for eoi.eetiou for said town
Jane Pint o heirs. Soroon tiie first day of June. 1897, remains unpaid;
>i> and hind form.of
auduoiiei is liereby gi. en that if said taxes
Mary A Smith and by
ire
not previously
with interest and charg
land off A Stim.sou.’ex
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
the
Aaron
eepting
sufficient and necessary to pay the amount
• on id lot so-called,cont
merest mil char ges,
due therefor, im ludin
65 acres, more or less,
65
1.2UU
19 44
too ice.
at public
will be sold without t u t !*•
Lot of iaml ''ought of
auction at town house, in said town, on the
Mary A Smith and Stan
tirst Motnla. of Decembi
89s, ;li y o’clock
Wilson, bounded north
a. nt.
by county ia nl. ..st b.v
\"
i,ei
(b
Name "f
land formerly of Moses
wri uli.m
V,
Villi,,
Hawkins, -outli by tide
waters, west by land of
Wm /
'lay t> ii. or unliebetva Conners, emit
known. m
>>er tra> t
IPacres more or ies-.
300
1 86
lliiie strip .No S east
3'g
d of
*108
*13 19
108
Lot of land
range.
m
or
ii
11
unHUS ruing lit
Wm X Cl:i> to
son and Alary A
.smith,
know ii. in 1>, ei inu
mile s11 i» So y east
being northern part of
1 78
10r
162
A
Dyer ml M ry A
rang.
iols.
hounded
W in X Clay ton or un4-Miiilh
kn.-w n. in Dye; t r;u
nortli by la mi formerly
;i.-t
of .1 H >i i ms* *i!. t-asi l>>
mile si rip No P
WO
2 95
land formerly of M..ses
100
range.
Haw kins, mhi! Ii by laud
Wm /. Clayton or unof
traei
known. in Dy»
Mary A Smith and
mile strip S' .'.west
June r.iko i.en>. west
102
4 7108
range.
by lan 1 tormerly f Uc"T
un
Win /. Cluyii
beeea Conners, cont 17
t rm
acres more or less,
17
27b
1 45
k now n. i ii I >y
u wt
Lot .J' la nd
mile strip N>
-light off
3 pi
o>8
108
\V and ! 1. he eat onm rs.
range.
bounded north l»y emi n
(Grange M < unningham
12''
10 03
or unknow n.homes’.i'.Ml.
iy load, east by land
'uu n iugh.
Orange M
formerly of C S Dyer.
or
unknown,
south by tide waters,
public
3 33
r«
113
lot No 2,
west by land of Dunbar
Bros, and H L ( leaves
Eugene M Hersey or unknow n. eluban 1 cook
and C W t'uniu s. cont
"O'
5 00
146
275
house at Green l.ake.
3 acres moil-or less,
Lot of land being northRoscoe Hollins or un\N
or.ners
ern part of (
known, an uinlivitleci
bounded
int in said 08-aere
homestead.
north by land formerly
lot in Dyer traet mile
*s
Hi
•;.»
ot t' A >. inis.mi.
.1st by
strip No S west range.
"ft
S
la nd f>>. mi r!y
Roscoe Holiues or unland
of
c
an
south
undivided
known.
by
Dyer,
\\
'.Mint is.west by land
t._> int in said 108-acre
known as the Mary L
lot in Dyer lr \et mi ;<
108
81
2 39
strip No 9 west range.
Lynam lot, eout 12 acres
12
200
3 24 Roscoe Holme- or unmore oi lee.-.
Lot of land I mg nart
known, iu Dut tract
mile strip No 1 west
of the Watson L White
2 89
98
98
bou nded
homestead,
range,
north by land formerly
Roscoe Holiius or un
of C A Stimson. east byknown, in I yer tract
mile strip N<» 7 east
Mary L Lynam lot,south
2 95
100
100
range.
by land of heirs of WatB
son K White, west by
Delvin MerrMl or unF Urann lot, eout 16
known, a part of Dyer
129
3 30
99
16
5 18
320
acres more or less,
tract,
Hosea Phillips or unLot of land bought of J
as
known
H
bounded
knowu,
stimson,
north anti west by land
Graves lot, bounded
Webon the north by
of C A Stimson, east bv
ster formerly McKay,
land of J W lTrann and
south aud east by land
Moses Hawkins, south
of C A Tompson and
by lots Nos 66 and 68,
45
15
133
and public lot No l.town
Wlibra Crockett.
Wilber'.ou Crossman or
plan, eont 100 acres more
4 13
100
150
8 10
100
500
or iess,
un known, centre lot.
Lot of land bought of
Heirs of John A WalW
Hull,
J
bounded
lace or unknown,Bald3 92
133
133
north by land of J W
win mountain lot,
Flumler’s
Heirs of John A WalHall, east
lace or unknown, pubpond, south by lot No 35,
1 24
42
42
west by laud of Daniel
lic lot No 5,
S Bunker, cont 25 acres
Georuk P. Goodwin, Collector
25
40
25
more or less,
of taxes of the town of Dedham.
Lot of land bought of
Oct. 11, 1898.
George Sperry, bounded
north by land of C P
Simpson, east by land of
George Crimmin, south
by county road, west by
1
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Rev.

Andrew

Gray,t

he

Fred O. Reel is having
for hia yacht.

Rev. A B. Carter, of Marinas, has been
in Iowa visiting his mother, Mrs. Alfred

Baptist

Carter.

v

Surry

in

was

siting his

for

few

a

Mr*.

aunt.

days

lumber

Alex

Quiti

coming winter.

festival of the Baptist church whs a decided success. Net
1
fl2o.o). The re* was a large del*
pro
gat >n from Biuehill, some forty hein^
About ait the
present from that town.
citizens of Brooklin were present.

ami

Seamans,of
Igdon, occupi*
pulpit of the Baptist church m this
lage Sunday evening. She spoke in

h

Capt.

i« not

where

the
vil-

Won

the

came

in contact.

of ail

esteem

wi.n

The

with them to their
Oct. 17.

go

i:

best
new

“Bancroft”

wishes of ail

home.
C.

daughter
Get. 9.

born

who

has

of

during

1

of

to

Young

has moved to

1

Blue-

I
On*.

Mrs. Louise P. Smith, of Boston, has
been here visiting friends
Horace Grant has moved into the house
Jfctcl.v occupie i by Charles Giles.
Isaiah Kingman, of Rochester, N. Y.,
made a call on Eben Kingman Friday.
;
David Tibbetts and Joseph Stevens, of

Randolph,

are

here

hunting,

and

visiting

W. W. Tibbetts’.

at

Fogg,

Leslie

baby and sou
Herbert, from Montague, have been visiting his brother, Frank Fogg.

George

wife and

Jordan

Richardson

Mrs. L. W. Harriman lias been entertaining friends from Bluehill.

!

Owing to

Harbor,

convention at

a

the

■ srvice was

usual

Southwest

omitted here this week.

\

itroub,e

bridge,

p..;

NOREHOUND

what
does

:

0F

’

that mean?

|

Oct.

17.

:

The

harvest
school

Day preached

J. R.

by

concert
takes

1 he

by

solos

He has been employed by your
for years, and is
reliable.

Time

zvs

reliability.

When sick you grasp the first
new floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. F.” Atwood's Bitters.

People’s
as
*•

they

bodies

were

still constricted
forty years a go, and the
are

L.PV* cures more casesof
and constipation than ever.

indigestion

35c. a bottle.

Avoid Imitations.

the

evening

To all

had the

of

Soper.
privilege
rendered

who

from the

have

Bar

our

teachers

of the

are

educational association at

Harbor.

B.
*

Island.

Bartlett is getting quite
mackerel in his weir.
Abel

a

lot of

George Somes, supervisor of schools,
risked the school here last week.
Mrs. Seavey and her sister, Mrs. Ayles.
have been visiting Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
came

home last

Saturday

Harbor, where he has been at
summer.

Abraham

[

!

services

held

were

at

the

home of

Sunday afternodfc,
Mills officiating.

Rev.

deceased

j

!

years ago. which left her lungs
weak condition and Urminated in

a

consumption.

Although her stay among
us has been very short, only about five
months, and though an invalid, and confiued to her bed the last few weeks of her
life, yet she was loved by all who knew
her, and her sweet Christian life shone
brightly.to the last. Resides the afflicted
husband, she leaves a father and mother,
Judson L. Welch aud wife, and one
brother, Enoch Welch, of Sorrento, all of
whom are deeply afflicted by their loss.
The remains were taken to Sorrento early

weeks, and visit his old home in New
Brunswick. He has the sympathy of all.
Oct. 17.
G.
Ka«l Sit I lit

few

days.

S'ew York.
Willis
le

Rich has gone to JBoston w here
employment for sometime.

will have

F. E. Hopkins has gone to the vilage and will spend the winter with her
lister, Mrs. L. J. Allen.
Oct. 17.
Mrs.

forth I.HmoiHf.

Raymond

McFarland

returned

from

Boston last Wednesday.
Miss Nina Rice, who has been visiting
’datives and friends here the past month,
eturns to her home in Larrabee on Wed

lesday.
Oct. 17.

**

Y.

[.atiioine Point.

The furnishings of Shore Acres have
purchased by W. F. Deelsiee.

>een

F. Deslsles last week picked from a
: >ear tree set out last spring a dozen perect blossoms.
Oct. 18.
Spec.
W.

TRIBOU’S

a

businemi is

If

dealers

in

DULL...
dull

rh

all

merchandise

FOR THIS MONTH.

as

classes

of

affirm it

to

be, it must be pretty

Onr hItire is only h few steps from Main
street, and it will pay you to call and look
at our goods and prices whether you want

near

fact.

being the

Such

house.
for

A

large number of

young people
association in

George Graham left to-day for
with relatives in Boston.

visit

a

assist in
few

days.

%

All schools
teachers

Ralph
an

are

closed for two days.

are

attending

the

The

institute at

Stevens

died

Saturday night,

on

illness

of

less

than

one

week,

He was cared for in
always lived.
his illness by his mother, Mrs. James B.
Havey, of YV’est Sullivan. Funeral services will be held at the church to-morrow, Rev. J. T. Moore officiating.
Ralph
will be sadly missed in bis school and
as
he
was
a
school
favorite
with
Sunday
all.

Oct. 17.

Substitute.

WVftt UruokHVille.

Mrs. J.
Boston.

S.

Richards

left

Monday

Luther Coombs and wife, of
are

visiting

for

Bangor,

friends here.

Dr. L. A. Stewart makes a short business trip to Boston this week.
Mrs. Jerry Jones, who has been visiting
friends in Bangor, is at home.
Mrs. L. A. Stewart arrived home Saturday from visits in Massachusetts and
New York.
H.
Oct. 17.
Hood’s Pills

cure

gestion, headache.
ate.

teachers and
the

having

a

stock

of

GOODS

Bar Harbor.

is

visiting

Thomas Grindel spent
in Bluehill.

25c.—Advt.

Ills, biliousness, IndiEasy to take, easy to oper-

liver

public

part

ladies

the

cu-

want, I

have decided to make

a

lib-

ready

low

be

can

prices,

Saturday

and

so

that all

accommodated.

Clarence McKenney, of Columbia, is at
work for A. K. Haslem.

W.

A.

GREELY.

No. 5 Main St.

Mrs. Luella Patterson, of Ellsworth, is
at B. F. Jordan’s.

visiting

Mrs. William Green, of Bluehlii, visited
her
Thomas Grindel,
the
brother,
past week.

|

Kingman,

Isaiah
after

ing

Rochester, N.

of

absence of fifteen

an

is

years,

Y.,
call-

friends here.

on

Oct. 18.

H.

Went CiuultlMlMiro.
Charles Shaw

family

and

are

visiting

who now keeps the store so lon^ occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, Is
prepared to fill every want that can
be supplied by

Confectionery,

qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth

per Kim,
Tea Xtraltiers,
Pint Tin Dippers,
Clothes Pins, perdoz.,
Pins, per patter,

COULD,
Choice

All
300

our

rugs,

E. S. Wood went to Bangor Thurs-

day

and returned

Fruit, Nuts

Also

!

small

a

to wind them

turned to her home
Oct.

and the like.

in Castine.

17.

L.

is

Elder Day preached in ChrisEndeavor hall Sunday forenoon.
Elmer P. A ah, formerly of this place,

Presiding

Locks, Ore.,

the

past nine years engaged in the salmon
tiahing and keeping a store for general

merchandise,

sent for his

brother,

W.

a

man

who

BOX of CIGARS

men.

S. U.

prices to
fl.50; 150

close.
rugs,

CUSTOM-MADE
selling at 1-4 price

up.

F. TKIBOU,
Ellsworth.

Main street.

YES,
ok a

I BUY MY MEATS

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.
TOBACCO and CIGARS.

DRESSER’S MARKET
ON

MAIN STREET.
1 GET

HENRY
PETERS

BLOCK,

GOULD.
ELLSWORTH.

Silverware Checks
there for all CASH purchases.
market

a

very best young
Oct. 17.

1
1

smokes

a

M.

situation in his store there.
Mr. Ash started for Oregon Wednesday.
In his going Franklin loses one of her

25
3
3

appropriate purchase

An

by

Fast Franklin.

Ash, to take

I>.

line of
we are

(3 doors from

Arthur

1

price

,

rugs at reduced
fl.75; 175 rugs,

8HOE.S which

Saturday.

Young and family are stopping
with Mrs. Young’s parents.
Mr. Young
is teaching at Ashville.
Mrs. Walter Weeks, who has been visiting her mother, Mrs. E. S. Shaw, has re-

our

No. 2 Franklin St..

John B. Wood and wife have been in
Calais visiting their son, Dr. F. L. Wood.

our
42c
our

fl.25.

John A. Shaw.
Mrs.

noT.

40
price
each,
20
price
3, 4, 5, and c. in. Decorated Nappies,
worth lo to ‘Joe.,
our price 5 to X
in. Decorative Plates,
3, 4, 5 am!
wortli 12 to 25c
our price (1 to 13
Good Plated Teaspoons, worth -5c. per
IO
set,
our price
Good Sliver Plated Teaspoons, worth
75r per set.
our price
35
Good Sliver Plated Knives ami Forks,
worth #3
1 75
our price
per set,
10 piece Toilet Set, worth #3 50 per set,
2 45
our price
8 piece Toilet Set, worth 92 50 per set,
our price
I 50
Copper Bottom Wash Boilers, worth
our price
1 IO
91 75
Copper Bottom Wash Boilers with Cop-

1

eral reduction from my al-

friends in

Sunday

|

t be

larly

or

Tumbler* worth I'** do*.,
our price So 35
35
Iterry Dishes, worth .W. do/., our price
.lellv Tumblers, worthfloc.tloz ,our price
no
Water Bottles, worth Me. each, our price
15
Fruit Jar-, worth 8c. each,
5
our price
i.lass Pitchers, wortli25c. each, our price
15
7
6qt. Milk Pans, worth 10c. each, our » rice
Sqt.Ml'k Pans, worth 1-c. each, our price 7 1-3
X
lOqt Milk Pans, worth l.V.each,our price
Dover Kgg Beaters, worth 25c. each,
our price
1
Cups and Saucers, worth 85c. per set,
our price
5.5
Cup" and Saucers, plain white, worth
t*5c. per set,
our price
45
I qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth 75c. each,

...

Desirable and Seasonable

that

buy

to

case, and I

I

teachers’

Mrs. Jennie Somertield started for her
home in California yesterday, where she
will remain through the winter,
Oct. 17.
Yankapoo.

who has been in Cascade

YV. Hill has gone to Bar Harbor to
the civil engineer’s office for a

E.

our

attending

art*

Me.

LIST of PRICES

a

Havey is finishing his
Colby has been in Bangor

tian
an.

has

a

i
j

two

South Surry.
is at home for

BUSINESS
S»ID TO BE

W.

Henry Kellam leaves for Boston to-day
employed on t he electric cars.
Schooner “May Queen”, Capt. Grant,
sailed for Boston this morning with stone

Mr.

Nellie C., wife of Rev. H. M. Moore,
pastor of the Methodist enurefa at Surry
and East Rluehill, died at her home in Sur-

Clothing Co.,

Street,.Ell.worth,

Fern.

l>e*e*rt

to be

|
the

aged fifteen years. Ralph was a grandson
of Capt. O. P. Bragdon, with whom he

Yc-aug

Oct. 17.
Mount

Frank

weeks

after

The Stewart family left last week for

Main

short time.

G.

)f Trenton, accompanied him.
Oct.
Calvin

W. R. Parker

few of

a

Ambrose

in

ihort cal! here

8._B.

entertained

Hinckley.
Mrs. Sidney Gray and little daughter
Sadie May, of South Penobscot, who have
j been visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Grindle,
returned home Sunday.
I

of these

Bar Harbor.

Bartlett, of Winslow, made a
on business.
Mr. Hopkins,

S.

Eliza Stockman and her friend,
Gifford, of Akron, Ohio, are visiting
Miss
Stockman’s sister, Mrs. S.
P.

could be

Following is a list of
leacbera employed in town: Susie Stinson, Martin’s Ridge; Etfie Whittaker,
rracyvilie; Maud Higgins, Ryefield;
Emma Austin, Georges Pond;
Miss
Farnsworth, East Franklin; Edith Gor- rmiuruay morning, r uuerai services were
don, South Bay; Addie G. Bunker, Cora
held at East Sullivan iu the afternoon.
jordon, village; John DeMeyer, Cassi- Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor of the Methena Springer, West Franklin; Alice V.
odist church at Ellsworth, officiating.
Bunker, Egypt; Nancy Hobper, Beech- Mr. Moore will leave his charge for a few
land.

mention in

this small space.

William

father,

to

lull numerous to

We have them in Clay Weave Worsteds, Melton’s Black and Blue Cheviot plaids and checks.

Itluelitll.

Monday to spend the winter with her
j
daughter, Mrs. John Higgins.
Addison
D. Cunningham, of West Waltham.
Miss Sadie Jordan
Surry, died Friday after several weeks of
Funeral Ellsworth.
illness, aged seventy years.

in

attending the

their

price

Miss

ever

held

all

Miss

but

Mrs. Mary Patten went to East Orland

about

report.

Some of

JUKI win
price
xvno! ('lav AVoave
AN orstod, retails every when*
for S(.l and i?10;

I'tlO,

here

Ferdinand Wardwell and his brother,
Joseph Wardwell, made a short visit at H.
S. Ward well’s last week.

of

some

and

it

is

Saturday evening.
I
Rev. E. E. Morse, of South Penobscot,
held a meeting in t he Good Templars' hall,
Sunday.

future.

near

of

Miss .Sarah Bowden

listening to a proby these ladies, it is

needless to add that it

death

called

Oct. 18.
North

were

brief

a

week,

in town last

am

"in

L

Colson and wife and Mrs. Annie

were

val-

to

ten-dollar suit shown;

From

Mersey.

of his ! ry Wednesday night, aged twenty-four
Mrs. Moore
years and three months.
sweet i
suffered a violent attack
of
the grip

Blaisdell

Mona

special

two

guaranteed equal

ues,

onr

W. Freeman

the

by

elegant evening

refreshments

arrived

even-

Jharlie Gerrish and the Good-night-song,
meetly sung by Bernice Dunn at the recent concert, were inadvertently omitted

ivork this

neighbor

During

Several

K. Gott is ill with lung trouble.
Mrs. Mary M. R. Gott, of West Eden,

place this Monday

Leslie Swan varied the products
garden this season by a trial at
potato raising, which resulted in
quite sizable tubers.

Emery Bartlett

7tTHE\ there’s work to be
VJL/ done you send for Mr. X.

attired in

Delicious

Mrs. A. R.

at

Mell B. Gerrish is our resident band in“Will” as given in last
Keek’s American.

Lot .»!!*.’) ami dOOd,

()ur line of suits

relatives there.

Frank

elaborately

were

occasion.

Mrs. J.

Baptist

the

Cheviot,
*5.00

from Sullivan.

Theodore Bunker, of St. Paul, Minn., is
Halting his parents, Mr. and-Mis. Josiab
3, Bunker.

from Seal

...H fiealth fable..

were

ball
the

Sunday to spend several
with her son, J. E. Gott.

church Sunday afternoon and

Khi tlett**

\

Sadie I>odge, Mae and Harvey Freeman
Boston Oef. 17.
i’bey will visit

and wife have closed
cottage and gone to Charlestown,
Mass., for t he winter.

I

ill

Surrv.

Spec.

Sunday

*nd

Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar
Isn't claimed to cure consumption, but it
will often prevent it. A positive cure for
j
a ccuph.
$
Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute. 4

built at Hat h.

E.

Cheviot,

Lot 281 I. all wool Hlu*'

her friends

Oct. 17.

gone to Swan’s Island after
quarry supports for Campbell & Macomber.

Oct. 17.

j TAB

the linmanf VV

at

reception

the ladies

Bab-

has

meeting

HALE'S
HOHEY

lungs.

!

\

inti

for

the

The schooner “Fountain”, Capt.

itructor—not

that cough
or throat

j

was

auspicious promises. Many more
receptions will undoubtedly be

Wednesday evening

evening.

!

she

all wool Mixed

left for

"equaled
Clifford and daughter Ruth
! by few and excelled by none”. On this
a few weeks.
evening, as on all former occasions, they
Both schools are closed for a couple of delighted their hearers. This
being the
days to enable the teachers to attend the firs: reception this season, it can be said
institute at Bar Harbor.
the season has commenced under most

i '&•

....-..

|

Hucksport, officiating.

decorated

gramme

Mrs. W. C.

the

easily and thoroughly.
Best after dinner pills.
25 cents. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Ix>well, Mas*.
The only Pill to take w ith Hood's Sarsaparilla.

|

have gone to Lamoine for

Presiding Elder

Hood’s

h

delightful programme was rendered,
including instrumental and vocal music
by A. R. Ruck and Mrs. Deering, and
reading by Mrs. Clarence Grindle and

and
wife spent
Mrs. Richardson’s Bister,
Sunday
Mrs. James Yarnum, of Seal Harbor.
Oct. 17.
X.

Kay.

Like biliousness, dyspepsia, headache, constipation. sour stomach, indigestion are promptly
cured by Hood’s Pills.
They do their work

a a-

IVtton

most

Franklin.

atjbrrtisnnrnts.

of

rprpnl

served.

with

getting somewhat
better from the injury he sustained by
with him.

W bile visit

brother

toilettes.

last week.

is

his horses running away
Oct. 17.

latdy

She

Eleanor

ing Thursday evening was well attended
by a large number of friends. The parlor*
and

Ellsworth.

Albert

!

her

Forsyth,

Mrs. Eben Hodgkins, of Trenton, spent'!
Mrs. Frank R. Moore, of Ellsworth
days last week with Her daughter, j
visited her sister, Mrs. J. H. Maeomber,
Mrs. Tiiden Bowden.

1

Cottin.

Waltham, Mass., arrived before her death
and lovingly ministered to her last wants.
Funeral services were held at Mr. Cotton’s Thursday afternoon. Rev. William

few

Mrs. Louise Smith, of Melrose,'Mass
Mrs. S*rah Remick and Lorenzo Wilbur
and wife, of Ellsworth, were the guests of
Mrs. S. H. Remick last week.
Oct. 10.
Are.

days.

few

a

McCormick has moved his fam-

Thomas

ily

1

David

of Robert and

sister, Mrs. Charlotte Webster, ol
rn
br»*t I •Joun CotRniut, and
ton, survive her.
Mrs. Coffin was ill but

hill.

stopping

a

late

he

'I'ho

Mrs. Lowell

Jane McFarland, of Trenton, is
with
her niece, Mrs. Frank
Closson.

I

2801,

$4.3*

attended

was

--

daughter

ness.

Miss

*

Fort

busi-

on

Lot

by Hr. Small, ol
Winter Harbor.
Mr. Kice is still in «
critical condition, and doubts of his re-

$

One

La Moi che.

again

he

where

Cobh

Hall <jnanr>.
C. J. Hall has gone west

been

1

SHOWN BETTER VALUES.

was

are entertained,
:
Arinenious 1*. Harriman was in Penob- COverv
i
Oct. 17.
R.
a fewdavs this week, the gu« -t o
Mr. and Mr-. Herman I. I;oach. formerly 1
1’i-pflj Marsh.
of t tils place.
Florence V. Gray has gone to West
N" \ton, Mu**., to pass the winter with
Francs Coffin, of Providence, K. 1
her mother.
died at the home of John Cotton Slondaj
Get. 10, aged tifty-nine years.
Decease*
t -i;jt. E. H. Kamill has gone to Porto
;
was formerly of Orlnnd, being the w idow
j Rico on the steamer “Winifred”,

to rrauk Closson

Mrs. Phebe Hodgkins,
quite ill, is better.

__

NEVER HAVE WE

scot

ladies.

and wife

f

paralysis, and though she lived but three
sponded, thanking the people for the
days her sufferings were intense. Her
hearty welcome. Remarks were also
Mrs. Charlotte Weeks, of Provmade by l>r. F.S. Herrick.
Refreshments children,
idence, K. I., and Mrs. Annie Eidridge, of
were served in the dhung room by the
Oct. 17.

was

MEN'S SUITS.

1

gave an intereating adMr. Kane briefly re-

which

to

n

working about
the sardine factory at the South End, he
was taken with a shock, which completely paralyzed one side of his body, lit
whh carried to bis borne at Birch Harbor

their

dress

was

Columbus hail

week.

ing at the boma
stricken with

Sedgwick,

North

they

after

CLOTHING BULLETIN.

sleight-of-hand perform
Saturday evening,
Mrs. S. O. Moore and daughter MarHuston this
garet are expected from

plan

returned to hi*

son.

the war, returned home ast Wednesday.
wee given a
reception in Odd Fellows hail Friday evening.
A large number was present.
Rev. Mrs. Trewnrgy, of

Marlboro.
A

the C. S. s.

in

There

ance hi

of

Massachusetts,

FALL and WINTER

its meeting with Miss

While Charles Kice

has

~~

pagn.

Cole last Sunday.
Melville Coombs, of Birch Harbor,
visited friends here one day last week.

Penobscot
f Mr. ajid Mrs. Thou pact

in

other

Mr-*.

Sunday.

business

are

Alice

f

Mr-. G. M. Dorr was in Hucksport a few
days 'ast week, called by t he illness o
fur granddaughter, Miss Ethel Thomp-

hours

They

n

whom

few

a

<

County .Wim

l’ri>s|M-rt llnrlsir.
The A11 in nee held

brief visit at his home here.

a

been

|

Dickey, f South Eliot, is
Irving it. Saunders for the

Cyrus Phipps
of

Capt. and Mrs. Albert Eaton leave today for Boston, where they expect to
spend t in winter.
llarrs Kane and Otis Trundy, who have

the

vilte,
the future, having made arr:;ug* nn uts to
w;tii
hi*
wife’s father,Kufu* P. Douglive
lass.
rue people in this village regret the
Change, a* Capi. Babson and ins wife ha
b

1

gray hair in her head. She is us
active ns many at sixty years of age.
U. B. A.
Oct. 17.

moving his family

E. E. Babsw-n i*

passed

guests

Leach

the

very pleasantly.
Mrs. Wood’s mother, Mrs. Betsy Redman,
of Cape Rosier, is visiting there, and although she is eight y-one years old, there

the exerci-es.

i

scallop fishing

American’s correspondent recentcalled on Milton Wood in Bluehil!

ly

A.

L«sch ami wife,

1>.

were

intend

men

The

interest of the W. C. T. U.
She also
spo .c Hi. Wes; Brooklin Sunday afternoon
forKtv. E. S. Drew. K. v. Andrew Gray

to

H.

is rough, cold work,

It

Mary

after

additional

wi>t

inter.

a

but pays well.

The harvest home

!lo

Mrs.

the

discharging

is

young

business of

a

Richard Giles, of North Brooklin, has
engaged to work for R. E. Hag* rthy one
He will move his famny into tt.e
year.
Eunice Herrick liouse.

Mr*.

in

at the bo me of

“Julia Edna"
Harbor.

number of

a

G.

short but

Center

at

Page is convalescent
sUdnua illness.

Aaron

made

JttibrrtisrmrntB.

COUNTY NEWS.

other porjex

.nee

Gross, who lias been quite ill
ia gradually improving.
\

Sunday.

h

ciiun

to make

*sils

new

McDougal preached

Mr.

Schooner

O. P. Carter

County Xetr.e

Mrs. Ira

in Bluehhl.

Rev.

afirfitiona’

fY>*

page*.

Oil.-i mi.

E. T t arter. of Bur Harbor, was in town
last week on a visit to his brother.

assist' d

other

V'.siting fr'.eTJs^

I’ciiryiais

\

\frs. I.ncv

“sailor preacher”,

in tow n.

recently
Me asiin.

1

s<

HrookliM

8<*'i^wioK.
is

County Xcic*

*br additional

other pages.

■.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

cor MY NEWS.
for (uhlHiuna!

ELiLiSWORTII

STEAM
ANI>

I

No other

them.

BUY FIRST-CLASS GROCERIES
THERE ALSO.

LAUNDRY
BATH

gives

BOOMS.

Sunset.

Ouy Allison Judkins, of Sunset, and
Miss Hattie Maud Barter, of Stoningtou,
were married at Stouington Oct. 15.
Mrs. A. T. Small came home Saturday
from Freedom, where she has been visiting her daughter. Mrs. A. M. D. Small.
Oct. 17.
Sadie.
Parson

(to

Young man,

youth riding
do

you

on

Sunday)—

know that you

are

"NO

PAY,

NO

WASH EE.”

All kinds of laundry work done at ehort no
tlce. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. EKTEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth, Me.

W. H. DRESSER.
A \f¥RTC

Tuif
± MIL

Av

•

$2.00 a year; fl 50;
pa|d fn advance.

n

TAKING
CHANCES

following the path that leads to perdition?
Bicyclist—That maybe, but it’s the only
decent bicycle path in this neighborhood.

eases

A fresh mind keeps the body fresh.
Take in the ideas of the day, drain off
those of yesterday. As to the morrow, it
is time enough to consider it when it becomes to-day.

If
naces, Ranges or Stoves.
there is a place where you
know you can obtain a relia-

“My impression is,” oracularly began
boarder, “that Spain is going to
cede—” “It would be more correct,” interrupted the solemn boarder, “to say she

to go.

the tall

has gone to

seed.”

Interested relative
What have you
the baby?
Young mother—Well,
I suppose we’ll have to call it George
Dewey. We had so hoped to be able to
call it Helen Gould!
—

named

ble

Is all very well in some
but not in buying Fur-

article,

chance

that is the

Risk is

too

place

great

to another

to

place.
by coming to
F. I?. AIKEN ’S, Ells wo rtll, and purchasing Kineo
Furnaces, Ranges and Stoves manufactured by
NOYES A NUTTER M T’C CO., Bangor, Me.
going

Save time

